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Algilez 
International Language 

 

 

The Algilez Grammar 

 

 

The main features of Algilez 

• Algilez follows the word order convention of English, Chinese etc (i.e. Subject, Verb, Object) but with a 

simpler grammar and vocabulary. 

• The vocabulary is based on 'condensed' English, providing maximum familiarisation for those people who 

have some knowledge of English as a first or second language and short simple words to learn for those 

who don't. 

• The whole vocabulary is logically categorised by the meaning of the words. 

• There is a single meaning for each word. 

• Words are pronounced as they are spelt. 

• Qualifiers (adjectives & adverbs) follow the word they are qualifying, enabling the listener to begin to 

understand the meaning of each sentence as it is spoken or read, rather than having to wait until the end. 

• International conventions for numbers and Latin-based plant & animal genus names are retained (but 

transcribed into phonetic Algilez words). 

• The Algilez alphabet, using a single symbol matched to each sound, overcomes many of the difficulties 

associated with the well-used, but far from uniform, Latin alphabet. 

 

 

© Copyright Alan Giles 1999 
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1. Introduction 

1.1 International Conventions 

No auxiliary language can really be started on a clean sheet of paper.  There are already too many international 

conventions that are so well established that it would be impossibly disruptive to change them (e.g. a decimal 

number system written in descending figures from left to right, a Latin-based genus naming system for animals and 

plants etc, both of which are retained in Algilez).  However, there are other aspects, such as the use of a new 

alphabet, that would rapidly repay the investment of time needed to learn it by elimination of the confusion resulting 

from the multiple sounds possible for conventional Latin alphabet letters.  A new alphabet has been produced for 

Algilez.  See Algilez Alphabet & Font for further details. 

1.2 This Grammar Guide 

This grammar guide provides the full grammatical rules for Algilez.  There are numerous examples in each of the 

sections, which should help provide easier comparisons and understanding than just from the vocabulary alone.  

Many of the things we say, the questions we ask, etc. are done in a way that reflects not only our language but also 

our culture. Algilez does not (yet) have a culture and consequently can be used to express the core meanings 

intended, without unnecessary words.  In many languages (including English) these additional words are often 

included for the sake of politeness.  For native speakers it would sound very abrupt and impolite to omit them.  In 

Algilez, things can still be said in a polite form but often using less words than native languages. 

1.3 Further Information 

For information about the specification of Algilez and the Rules of Algilez see Information. 

 

Top 
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2. Algilez Alphabet & pronunciation 

2.1 Algilez Alphabet Pronunciation 

In order to see and learn Algilez most efficiently, it is recommended that you download the Algilez Alphabet and 

Font and install it on your computer.  This only takes a few moments and will enable you to avoid any confusion 

between pronunciation of letters and words in your first language and Algilez.  There are only eight new symbols to 

learn, each representing a common English Language phoneme (letter sound).  All of the others you will recognise 

since they are identical (or very similar) to the normal Latin alphabet.  See Algilez Alphabet & Font to download the 

alphabet. 

Three of the normal Roman alphabet letters are given their own consonant sounds.  'c' is replaced by ‘c’ 

pronounced 'ch' (as in cheddar) and 'x' is replaced by ‘x’ pronounced 'sh' (as in shed).  The ‘th’ sound in English 

and other languages is not used in Algilez but the letter ‘q’ is replaced by ‘q’ and used for that sound where it is 

needed in English names etc which may be used in Algilez. a 

Algilez also has two new vowels added to the Roman alphabet.  The first is ‘ã‘, pronounced as in far.  The second 

is ‘ø‘, pronounced as in fort.  The Algilez Alphabet also uses new symbols for the vowels a replaces ‘a’, e replaces 

‘e’, i replaces ‘i’, o replaces ‘o’ and u replaces ‘u’.  The purpose of the new symbols replacing the conventional 

Latin letters is to remind learners that the pronunciation is specific to Algilez and will not necessarily be the same 

as the pronunciation of the Latin characters used in their own languages. 

Sound files for mp3 players (e.g. Apple Quick Time Player, QTP) and for Windows Media Player (WMP/wma) are 

included.  You can hear the pronunciation of single Algilez characters or the whole Algilez alphabet:- QTP,  WMP 

Symbol Symbol 

Pronunciation 

Symbol 

Name 

Latin 

ã a(r) (far) QTP  WMP a(r) ã 

ø o(r) (fort) QTP  WMP o(r) ø 

a uh (cut) QTP  WMP uh (cut) a 

b b (bed) QTP  WMP  be b 

c ch (check)  QTP  WMP che c 

d d (den) QTP  WMP  de d 

e e (bet) QTP  WMP  e (bet) e 

f f (fen) QTP  WMP  fe f 

g g (get) QTP  WMP ge g 

h h (hem) QTP  WMP  he h 

i ee (beet) QTP  WMP  ee (beet) i 

j j (jet) QTP  WMP je j 

k k (kettle) QTP  WMP  ke k 

l l (let) QTP  WMP le l 
 

Symbol Symbol 

Pronunciation 

Symbol 

Name 

Latin 

m m (met) QTP  WMP me m 

n n (net) QTP  WMP ne n 

o o (hot) QTP  WMP o (hot) o 

p p (pet) QTP  WMP pe p 

q the (Beth) QTP  WMP the q 

r r (red) QTP  WMP re r 

s s (set)  QTP  WMP se s 

t t (ten)  QTP  WMP te t 

u oo (chute)  QTP  WMP oo u 

v v (vet) QTP  WMP ve v 

w w (wet) QTP  WMP we (wet) w 

x sh (shed) QTP  WMP she (shed) x 

y y (yet) QTP  WMP ye y 

z z (zebra) QTP  WMP ze z 
 

Whole Algilez alphabet:- QTP,  WMP.  To use the embedded sound files (which have the loudspeaker 

symbol) in Adobe PDF Reader, click Enable Editing and ‘Trust this document one time’. 

  

http://www.algilez.com/Algilez%20Alphabet%20&%20Font.pdf
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/29all.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/29all.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/01ah.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/01ah.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/02or.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/02or.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/03a.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/03a.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/04be.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/04be.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/05ch.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/05ch.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/06de.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/06de.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/07e.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/07e.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/08fe.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/08fe.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/09ge.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/09ge.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/10he.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/10he.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/11i.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/11i.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/12je.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/12je.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/13ke.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/13ke.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/14le.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/14le.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/15me.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/15me.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/16ne.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/16ne.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/17o.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/17o.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/18pe.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/18pe.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/19th.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/19th.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/20re.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/20re.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/21se.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/21se.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/22te.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/22te.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/23u.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/23u.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/24ve.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/24ve.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/25we.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/25we.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/26x.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/26xe.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/27ye.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/27ye.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/28ze.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/28ze.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/29all.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/29all.wma
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2.2 Grammatical & Punctuation Symbols 

 Name Description 

( lefus Symbol for left bracket 

) retus Symbol for right bracket 

" pous Symbol for quoted speech mark 

“ pogã Symbol for beginning of quoted speech mark 

” pofin Symbol for end of quoted speech mark 

. frasfin Symbol for end of sentence mark (full stop/period) 

, fraslãl Symbol for pause, comma 

2.3 International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) 

The Algilez Alphabet provides letters for all of the characters in the IPA.  This enables foreign names (of people, 

towns and countries) to be pronounced as in their native languages, e.g. Belgium is Belʒik not Beljik etc.  For 

more details see Algilez-IPA Comparison Chart . 

 

 

This vowel chart is copied from the International 

Phonetic Alphabet. 

The 7 vowels used in Algilez are all used in 

English.  Although the English version of the 

Latin alphabet has 5 vowels, all of them have 

several different pronunciations resulting in the 

English Language using over 20 vowel sounds. 
 

Vowel pronunciations - 

i/i - QTP  WMP e/e - QTP  WMP  a/a - QTP  WMP  ã/ã - QTP  WMP 
o/o - QTP  WMP  ø/ø - QTP  WMP  u/u - QTP  WMP 

 

See also Section 4.7 in Vocabulary for additional information about word pronunciation. 

 

For those people who wish to continue using the Latin alphabet, the alternative symbols for the two new vowels are 

ã (a + tilde) and ø (o + slash).  These alternative symbols have been chosen as being noticeably different to the 

normal ‘a’ and ‘o’ and for their ease of application only.  Please note that these symbols should be pronounced as 

in the guide above and are not intended to be pronounced as in the native languages which use those alphabet 

symbols.  See Changes to Keyboard to type ã & ø 

  

http://www.algilez.com/AlgilezIPAComparisonChart.pdf
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/02or.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/02or.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/07e.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/07e.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/03a.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/03a.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/01ah.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/01ah.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/17o.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/17o.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/02or.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/02or.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/23u.mp3
http://www.algilez.com/Sounds/23u.wma
http://www.algilez.com/Algilez%20Changes%20to%20Keyboard.htm
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2.4 Easier pronunciation of some words ending in ‘a’ and ‘ø’ by adding ‘na’ or ‘wa’ instead of ‘a’. 

A number of words which end in ‘a’ or ‘ø’ become a little more difficult to pronounce if turned into adjectives or 

adverbs and requiring an additional ‘a’. 

For those words ending in ‘a’, the easiest way to overcome this is to add ‘na’ instead of ‘a’.  Adjectives then 

become ‘Amerikana, Italiana & Espanyana’ etc.  For words ending in ‘ø’, then ‘wa’ can be used resulting in 

‘vøwa’ instead of ‘vø-a’.  These substitutions are optional but are the only ones that should be used. 

Although variations are generally undesirable, in cases such as these, it is better to make a rule for it so that it can 

be applied consistently. 

 

2.5 Special alphabet letters 

Sometimes you might see some unusual Algilez alphabet letters (e.g. æ, ŋ, ɪ, ʒ, ei). What do these mean?  

Algilez words only use the letters from the main Algilez alphabet. However, some names (both of people and 

places) need to be pronounced as in their native languages.  

 

Hence the name 'Alan' in English, needs to be written as đlæn (not as Alan, which is the wrong pronunciation). 

Similarly, the word 'States' needs to be written as Steits.  Here the ‘a’ in States is a diphthong – the vowel sound 

changes as the letter is pronounced.  In Algilez, vowels are only occasionally found adjacent to each other.  Where 

they are, they should be pronounced as separate sounds (skiiz pronounced as ‘skee-eez’).  However, where 

diphthongs occur in foreign language names, these are shown as two Algilez vowels linked together with a strike-

through and should be pronounced as a diphthong.  See the Algilez Translation guide for a full list of the diphthong 

sounds. 

 

Other words such as ‘China’ are written as Joŋgoa using the nasal ‘n’ which uses the ‘ŋ’ symbol. This is also used 

for words such as ‘Hong Kong’ (Hoŋ Koŋ). The Algilez spelling will always try to give the actual pronunciation of 

the word (even if it looks strange) - hence Bournemouth is spelt Bønmq, John Smith is spelt Jon Smɪq, (the 'h' is 

silent, the 'i' is short and 'th' is 'q').  

 

Remember that all these special letters are not used in Algilez words but only when translating names etc from 

other languages.  The recommended convention for non-Algilez names is to give first the Algilez spelling (using the 

normal Algilez font, with special letters if required) followed in brackets by the normal native spelling using a Latin 

alphabet font.  E.g. Mãrsei (Marseille), Jon Smɪq (John Smith), Bønmq (Bournemouth) etc.  This will enable 

people to pronounce the names correctly using Algilez even if they have no knowledge of the original native 

language or spelling. 

 

 

Top  
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3. Word Order 

3.1 Normal word order 

Although Algilez normally uses a word order which is similar to English (Subject-Verb-Object), the grammatical 

names of the parts of speech are different, and (like most things in Algilez), a little more precise. 

Tøpwod (topic word) - The thing/person you are talking about, normally the first noun in the sentence. 

Adefwod (active noun) – the Subject.  The thing/person that did the action of the verb. 

Dowod (action word) – Verb. The action that the adefwod did. 

Udefwod (passive noun) – Direct Object.  The thing/person that the action was done to. 

 Algilez has no Indirect Objects. 

 In a passive sentence, the Udefwod is also the tøpwod and the adefwod comes after the verb. 

Vøwod (preceding word) – Preposition.  A word that informs about the time, place, direction etc of something. 

Ãvefwod (following noun) - Preposition Object.  A noun following a preposition. 

There are many different ways in which sentences can be ordered which still give the same meaning.  Only two 

ways should normally be used.  The remainder, although grammatically possible, should only be used for 'poetic' 

reasons or for reasons of emphasis. (See 22 Alternative Word Orders for further examples). 

 

Note - Where the Latin alphabet is used, each letter has its own Algilez sound.  Most are the same as in 

English – but not all of them!  Don’t try to pronounce Algilez words using the same sounds as for English.  

Listen to the sound files above first. 

Using the Algilez Alphabet font (which has unique symbols for those letters not pronounced in the usual 

way) will help avoid mistakes. 

 

3.2 Normal word order, Subject-Verb-Object, 'Active' Subject: 

Tøpwod & adefwod Dowod Udefwod Vøwod Ãvefwod 

John read a book   
Jon ridoz buk   

He carried his little son to the park 
Il tikoz cuil eta ilva u pãk 

The dog saw the cat under the car 
Kanis soz filis ond kãr 

3.3 Alternative word order, 'Passive' Subject. 

Modify verb with 'ad' prefix - 

Tøpwod & Udefwod Dowod Adefwod Vøwod Ãvefwod 

His son was carried by him to the park 
Cuil ilva adtikoz il u pãk 

The cat was seen by the dog   
Filis adsoz kanis   

3.4 Adjectives & Adverbs 

Adjectives (using an 'a' suffix) always follow nouns. 

Adverbs (using an 'a' suffix) always follow verbs. 

3.5 Prepositions & Conjunctions 

A preposition or conjunction is always required before any other object nouns.  Examples below - 
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3.6 Word Order Guidance – normal sentence 

In English although it is possible to say 'Ann gave him the ball', the sentence is illogical because Ann did not give 

'him', she gave 'the ball'.  In Algilez the normal word order is 'Ann gave the ball to him'.  The formula being - 

• Who/what is the tøpwod of the sentence? Ann An 

• Did the tøpwod do something adefwod 

(active noun) or have something done to it 

udefwod (passive noun)? 

It did something, hence it is 

an adefwod 

 

• What did tøpwod do?  I.e. what is the 

dowod (verb) 

gave 

'gave' is therefore the verb 

gevoz 

• If the tøpwod did nothing (i.e. is neither 

active nor passive) then a preposition is 

required 

  

• Does verb require udefwod (object) yes   

• What was acted upon by the verb?  I.e. the 

udefwod (direct object)? 

the ball 

 was given, not 'him'. 

bøl 

• Is there another noun giving more 

information? 

Yes vøwod (preposition) 

required. 

 

• What vøwod (preposition) goes with verb? to (or ‘from’) u 

• Who/what is the ãvefwod (Preposition 

object)  

him il 

Ann gave the ball to him An gevoz bøl u il 

3.7 Word Order Guidance – passive sentence 

We can make 'the ball' the Subject of the sentence e.g. - The ball was given by Ann to him 

• Who/what is the tøpwod of the sentence? the ball bøl 

• Did the tøpwod do something (adefwod) or have 

something done to it (udefwod)? 

It had something done to it, hence it is 

a Udefwod 

 

• What is the dowod (verb) was given by adgevoz 

• What is the udefwod (Direct Object)? Ann An 

• Is there another noun giving more information? Yes vøwod (preposition) required. 
 

• What preposition goes with verb to u 

• Who/what is ãvefwod (preposition noun) him il 

The ball was given by Ann to him bøl adgevoz An u il 

3.8 Word Order Guidance – non-active tøpwod (subject)  

This formula will work with all sentences e.g. - ‘He was given the ball by Ann’, where the subject ‘He’ neither does 

the action of the verb, and is not acted upon by the verb, i.e. Ann gave and the ball was given. 

In Algilez, this sentence would be translated as ‘To him was given the ball by Ann’ – ‘u il, bøl adgevoz An’ 

Here, instead of ‘Ann gave the ball’ (An gevoz bøl) we have ‘the ball was given by Ann’ (bøl adgevoz An). 

The main change is that ‘he’ is translated as ‘to him’ (u il). 
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Note - This form is 'grammatically correct' but its use is not recommended. 

The above examples may appear rather complicated but all that has been done is to simply follow a logical set of 

rules, which is the same process done instinctively every time you speak or write a sentence in your native 

language.  For further word order examples see 22 Alternative Word Orders. 

 

Note that ‘ad’ moves the agent of the verb to after the verb.  This generally does not allow the same word order to 

be used in Algilez as in English.  Hence with 

• He was given the ball by Ann (to him gave ball by Ann) U il gevoz bøl ad An. 

Although in English we say ‘He was given ...’ what we mean is ‘to him was given ...’. 

3.9 Other Word Order Examples 

• There were many dogs in the park 

(Many dogs were in the park) 

Om kanisi boz e pãk 

• There will be more men than women there 

(More men than women will be there) 

Mu peili kom peeli buz la  

• It’s lucky that you’re early. 

(You are luckily early) 

Yu bez gudcãna vøete. 

• The husband I don't know but I often see his wife. 

(I don't know the husband, but I often see his wife) 

Me nonolez nupil, kwa me siz omfea nupel 
ilva. 

3.10 Sentence Structure 

A sentence (statement/utterance) may consist of  

• A single noun (e.g. an exclamation) Car. 

Mary. 

Kãr. 
Merri. 

• A single adjective (e.g. a comment) Beautiful! 

Old 

Bela! 
Ajema 

• A single verb (e.g. imperative/order) Sit! Situz! 

• A single adverb (e.g. answer to question) Fast Velema. 

• A single preposition Over Bãv. 

Any combination of one or more of the above e.g. 

• Noun and verb Mary arrived Merri ebuoz. 

• Noun and adjective Beautiful Mary Merri bela. 

• Verb and adverb Run fast! Rãnuz velema. 

Combinations of words should follow the standard Subject Verb Object layout. 

Note however that if the meaning of the statement or phrase is clear, then it may not be necessary to include every 

grammatical element – in other words, if it makes sense without a verb then that’s fine (just as in English) 

E.g. How far is it from home to the farm?  K je bez dis o xo u fãm 

 How far from home to the farm?   K dis o xo u fãm 

3.11 Ellipsis (leaving out words) 

This is common in English and often used when the context is clear.  Although words can also be missed out of 

Algilez it is important that people do not use the style of their own native languages (e.g. English) and assume that 

it will make sense to other Algilez speakers. 
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Although it is possible that ellipsis may evolve in Algilez, the saving is minimal and not everyone will understand.  It 

is recommended that words are not left out. 

I include below some examples of the way ellipsis could be used if it should eventually become more common.  

Basically, you should make sure you that if you miss out some words that you still include the necessary ones!  E.g. 

Get up!  - Unbeduz! I am (getting up) - Me bez (unbedieza) 
Have you seen Tom? - K yu soz Tom Seen Tom? – K soz Tom 

Note - ‘Soz Tom’ is not possible since without the ‘K’ it is not a question! 

The first example looks a better candidate for ellipsis, since it eliminates a long, five syllable word (unbedieza).  

The second example merely eliminates the word ‘yu’ and hardly seems worthwhile. 

Top  
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4. Vocabulary 

4.1 Classification 

Algilez is classified into approximately 1000 main classes of meaning.  The classification is based on those used by 

Peter Roget in his Thesaurus.  Each main heading of meaning is numbered.  Sub headings and individual words 

are shown by additional letters e.g. - 

Roget Number English Root Word Algilez 

011a consanguinity, kinship, relations r ken 

011aa kinsman, relative, relation   kenpe 

011ab next of kin   kenpe niruma 

011b uncle/aunt r onk 

011ba uncle   onkil 

011bb aunt   onkel 

011bc nephew   sibcuil 

011bd niece   sibcuel 

011c cousin r kos 

011ca cousin (male)   kosil 

011cb cousin (female)   kosel 

011d family r fam 

011da mother   pãrel 

011daa mum (mother) r mã 

011db grandparent   pãrpãr 

011dba grandmother   pãrpãrel 

011dbb granny, nan   pãrmã 

011dc father   pãril 

011dca dad r pã 

011dd grandfather   pãrpãril 

011dda granddad   pãrpã 

Note - r2/r3 denotes that the root may appear under more than one Roget classification.  The words are still unique 

with a single meaning but the Roget classification system may cover them twice.  E.g. ‘cu’ (child) appears under 

Roget 011cc, Consanguinity, Kinship and also under 170b, Posterity. 

Main heading words are not all necessarily root words, but may be compound words consisting of combinations of 

two or more root words (e.g. 017a below).  This is used particularly when forming opposites, negatives etc to the 

root word. 

005c character, quality, tone (active) r ex 

016a even, uniform r vun 

016b uniformity  vunex (vun-ex) 

017a non-uniformity  zavunex (za-vun-ex) 

022a copy r kop 

020a imitation  kopex 
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4.2 International Standards 

A large number of words used today are already of an 'International' standard.  These relate mainly to the genus 

names for plants and animals.  Although the English words for most domestic and farm animals are short and 

simple (e.g. cat, dog, cow, pig etc), once we go beyond those (rhinoceros, reindeer) there is little difference 

between the length of the English and the genus name.  It therefore makes sense to continue with the international 

convention for such names (e.g. cat, filis, dog, kanis) rather than to use a mixture of the shorter English words 

and genus names for the others.  The Latin-based genus names are also more likely to be familiar to speakers of 

romance languages (e.g. French, Spanish, Italian etc).  A similar argument applies to plant names. 

The same principle applies to words for countries, people’s names, place names and currencies.  Native language 

names for those items are used in Algilez.  E.g. Moscow will be pronounced as it is in Russian - Moskva, Paris will 

be Pari and Rome will be Rome.  (See Section 19, Countries, Peoples and Languages). 

4.3 Condensed English 

Algilez uses many words derived from English but which have been 'condensed' down to the minimum possible 

number of letters or syllables in order to simplify learning.  English is the most common second language in the 

world and therefore there is the comfort of some degree of familiarity with many of the words used for the maximum 

number of people.  All words in Algilez are spelt phonetically, hence it will be the sounds of the words rather than 

the spellings that will be familiar.  For those people who are unfamiliar with English then the short words will ease 

the learning process. 

 

For example, the Algilez word for university is ‘yun’.  But what’s wrong with the English word ‘university’? 

The English word ‘university’ has 5 syllables.  Uni is generally used to mean ‘one’ or ‘single’ (e.g. unicycle), Verse 

usually means a few rhyming lines from a poem, together they form ‘universe’, meaning the whole of creation, Sity 

(city) is a large town.  Put them all together and you get ‘university’ which means a place of higher education! 

This is a simple illustration of the unnecessary complication of some English words.  Probably the majority of native 

English speakers would not even realize its complexity.  However, if you multiply this example by thousands of 

others, it all adds up to additional time for people learning English as a second language, to understand what is 

meant. 

Hence the Algilez word ‘yun’ should be sufficiently familiar to people with some knowledge of English and hopefully 

less confusing to anyone trying to find any logic or common basis for the origin of the word! 

4.4 Root Words 

Most root words are single syllable and generally have up to four letters.  They are based as near as possible to 

existing English words, although some of them may be less easy than others to recognise.  The link to the original 

English word may be remote in some cases, or a non-English word used, due to the preferred word already being 

taken.  See Algilez Vocabulary Notes for further comments on the reasons behind the choice of vocabulary. 

Roget English Algilez Notes 

265a move/disturb m There are 22 one-letter root words 

228hb shoe xu There are about 170 two-letter root words 

561b name nam There are about 1060 three-letter root words 

127f tradition trad There are about 435 four-letter root words 

797aaa dollar ($) dolãr There are about 65 with five-letters or more 
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Root words are the fundamental building blocks of the language.  There are approximately 1,900 root words 

currently used (excluding animals, plants and proper names etc).  Root words are generally (but not always) based 

on the abstract nouns.  From the root words are derived tangible nouns, adjectives, verbs, adverbs and 

prepositions.  Root words are combined together to form compound words (see 5.10 below). 

 

An example of a root noun is 'bel', meaning beauty (an abstract noun).  To this root we add a verbal suffix to create 

the verb 'beliz', meaning 'to beautify'.  We can also add an adjective suffix 'a' to make 'bela' e.g. 'peel bela' (a 

beautiful woman).  The same affix 'a' can also make an adverb e.g. 'pãtoz bela' (beautifully painted).  Note that a 

'qualifying' word following a noun will always be an adjective and one following a verb will always be an adverb. 

4.5 Single letter root words 

The most commonly used root words consist of a single letter e.g. - 
 

Meaning Examples  

a Adjective/adverb suffix Beautiful bela 

b Being, existence, is I am Me bez 

c Saying She said El coz 

d Doing He will do il duz 

e At, now, this time/place presently eza 

f Think that, consider that ... 

(Note this is different to ‘føt’ 

thinking and thoughts 

I think it will rain. 

I thought about you. 

me fez ol rinuz 
Me føtoz ab yu 

g Going, journeying, travelling I went to school me goz u skul 

h Hearing Did you hear? K yu hoz 

i Plural, continuous We were running mi rãnioz 

j 
 

  

k Questions What is that? K ef bez ce 

l Listening Listen to the sea luz mer 

m Movement He’s not moving il nomiez 

n Knowing I didn’t know that Me nonoz ca 

o From place, time or person From me to you o me u yu 

p Speaking Speak louder puz ludmua 

q ‘th’ sound John Smith Jon Smiq 

r regarding, looking at, observing Look at this ruz xe 

s Seeing, noticing Did you see that? K yu soz ce 

t Getting, acquiring, take I’ll get a bike me tuz bik 

u To place, time or person to the house u hus 

v Having, possessing He has a car il vez kãr 

w And, addition, also You and me yu we me 

x Dwelling, living at, home I live there me xez la 

y by, using, with He used a cup il yoz kep 

z Verb suffix I am me bez 
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The above roots are never used alone, they will always have an additional letter or letters to make them into a 

noun, adjective, verb or adverb e.g. - ‘g’ – going, journeying, travelling 

to go, going giz 

I went yesterday Me goz ozde 

a journey, travelling go, goiz 

Come here! Guz he 

4.6 Vowel & Consonant Clusters 

Double vowel clusters and double & triple consonant clusters are kept to a minimum.  This is to avoid confusion 

between different root words as much as possible and to reduce pronunciation difficulties.  Where diphthongs 

appear in non-Algilez words, they are shown as linked vowels (using the strike-though) in Algilez.  This denotes 

that they should be pronounced as in the native language as a diphthong. 

4.7 Pronunciation and syllable stress 

There is no necessity for stress on any particular syllable in Algilez words.  However, it is important that individual 

roots are pronounced clearly and separately to avoid confusion.  Root words have been chosen to avoid alternative 

meanings as much as possible when they are combined but it will still occur from time to time.  The context should 

help avoid misunderstandings.  Occasionally it may help with some compound words if the ‘mid’ root is stressed, in 

order to avoid confusion.  Pronunciation should otherwise generally follow that of the French language where there 

is normally equal stress on each syllable. 

E.g. relidbuk (reference book) is made of roots rel-id-buk.  Pronunciation should be

 rel id buk, not re-lid-buk. 

Similarly, ritiz (to re-take) is made from ri (to repeat something) and tiz (to take). 

 ritiz (writing) is made from rit (root word for writing) and iz (infinitive verb ending) 

If there is any danger of ambiguity or confusion, then a dash when writing or a slight pause or emphasis when 

speaking will help show which word is meant e.g. ri-tiz and rit-iz. 

4.8 Algilez Vocabulary (Dictionary) 

The Algilez Vocabulary has a separate web page.  It consists of the complete Algilez word list categorised by 

Roget reference number.  The complete wordlist can be copied from the web page onto any spreadsheet and then 

re-sorted into alphabetical order of English or Algilez words as required.  There is also a link to a MS Excel version. 

Any alphabetical search of the word list should allow for the fact that more than one English word may be covered 

by a single Algilez word and that a single English word will almost certainly have multiple meanings and therefore 

be covered by more than one Algilez word. 

Roget English Algilez 

013a same, identity, as, as if, like, likewise am 

250a circle, band, ring, hoop sãk 

277c fast, speeding, quick, rapid, speed velem 

4.9 Algilez vocabulary development 

The Algilez Vocabulary continues to be developed and presently includes over 8000 words.  Adding in the 

grammatical variations (with tenses, adjective and adverb endings, negatives etc.) increases the number 

considerably.  By providing translations of numerous common English language phrases and expressions, gaps in 

the Algilez vocabulary have been identified and new words added.  However, the vocabulary still really only 

http://www.algilez.com/Algilez%20Vocab.htm
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contains general ‘day to day’ words and not specialised words for the various professions etc.  There were about 

1900 root words used as of September 2013 (excluding plants, animals and proper names).  Algilez does not yet 

contain a full set of individual words for plants, animals and technical items that would be encountered in a natural 

language.  Nevertheless, even a large amount of specialist technical text (i.e. 17,000 words in the Standard Marine 

Communication Phrases) only required an extra 15 new root words (0.1%) and 251 (1.5%) new compound words 

to be created.  Hence the Algilez vocabulary appears to be fairly robust for day to day use – 98.5% of the words 

you need are already in Algilez! 

Top 
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5. Nouns 

5.1 General Rules & Kinds of Noun 

Most (but not all) root words are nouns.  These may be - 

Proper nouns (names of people or places etc) Tom, London etc. 

Proper nouns remain unchanged from their original language but due to the Algilez alphabet, the spelling is always 

phonetic.  Words for countries, people’s names, place names and currencies are always the native language 

names for those items, using phonetic Algilez spelling.  E.g. The capital of Russia is not Moscow!  Moscow is an 

English language word (and spelling).  In Algilez it will be pronounced as it is in Russian, Moskva.  Similarly, for 

Paris and Rome etc.  

Proper nouns: - Moscow, Paris, Rome, John, Pierre Moskva, Pari, Rome, Jon, Pier 

Common nouns (things): - dog, bed, book etc kanis, bed, buk 

Abstract nouns: - happiness, ownership etc hap, ãn 

5.2 Affixes can be added to any word - 

• dog, pack of dogs kanis, kanisag (ag - suffix meaning 'group of') 

• happiness, a happy man hap, peil hapa (a - adjective suffix) 

• unhappiness ophap (op - prefix meaning 'opposite of') 

• typing, typist, male typist tip, tipãr, tipãril (ãr – suffix meaning professional) 

(il – suffix meaning male) 

5.3 Turning Root Words into nouns 

If the root word is a preposition or verb root, then the suffix 'o' is required to turn it into a noun. 

• two, a pair/duo du, duo 

• to go (travel), a journey g, go 

5.4 A noun (Tom) can function as - 

The subject of a verb - Tom arrived Tom ebuoz. 

The object of a verb - I saw Tom me soz Tom. 

The object of a preposition (i.e. indirect 

object of a sentence) 

I spoke to Tom me poz u Tom. 

The possessive case Tom's books buki av Tom. 

5.5 Plurals 

Add suffix 'i' to the word. 

• book, books buk, buki 

• Father, two Fathers pãril, du pãrili 

• These cars are mine. Xei kãri bez meva / av me. 

5.6 Pronouns 

I, me me we (not incl. you) mi 
  

we (including you) wi 

you(single) yu you(plural) yi 

he il they(male) ili 

she el they(female) eli 
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he/she ul they (people) uli 

it ol they (not people) oli 
 

  they (general) li 

reflexive/self su themselves su(i) 

(Refers to the immediately previous subject noun or pronoun) 

myself, himself mesu, ilsu etc themselves ulisu / lisu 

Relative Pronouns 

that, which, who, whom, where  xa - referring to the previous word 

ca - referring to the previous clause 

whose avxa 

about which abxa 

..., he who ... / ..., she who ... ilxa / elxa 

 

Examples - 

• We drank our beer and you (pl.) drank your tea Mi ikoz bir avmi we yi ikoz cã avyi. 

• We drank our beer and you drank your tea Mi ikoz bir miva we yi ikoz cã yiva. 

Note - avmi & miva and avyi & yiva have identical meanings, see 6.3 

• They say that you are unhappy Uli (pei) cez ca yu bez ophapa. 

• He saw himself in the mirror Il soz su in mirør. 

The reflexive pronoun ‘su’ can help clarify meaning which is sometimes not clear in English - 

• Tom gave Peter his drink (Tom's drink) Tom gevoz ik avsu u Piter. 

The ‘avsu’ refers to the immediately preceding subject i.e. Tom 

• Tom gave Peter his drink (Peter's drink) Tom gevoz u Piter, ik avil. 

The ‘avil’ refers to Peter.  However, where the context is clear then ‘il’ or ‘el’ may be perfectly acceptable, 

e.g. 

• He gave her, her drink Il gevoz uel ik avel. 

• He gave her his drink Il gevoz ik avil uel / Il gevoz ik avsu 
u el. 

• Peter was given his drink by Tom (Peter's drink) U Piter gevoz ik avsu ad Tom. 

• Peter was given his drink by Tom (Tom's drink) U Piter gevoz ik avil ad Tom. 

In the above example, the meaning is not obvious until you reach the end of the sentence and see that ‘Tom’ 

gives the drink.  In practice, the English form is much more likely to be - 

• Peter was given Tom’s drink U Piter gevoz ik av Tom. 

‘su’ can also be used to help clarify between subjects and objects 

• Peter wrote to John when he was ill (when Peter was ill) Piter ritoz u Jon cete ilsu boz sika. 

• Peter wrote to John when he was ill (when John was ill) Piter ritoz u Jon cete il boz sika. 
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5.7  ‘It is’, ‘that is’, ‘this is’ etc. 

In these examples, which are very common in English, the word ‘it/this/that’ often refers to something taken for 

granted but never mentioned e.g. in ‘It is raining’ – the ‘it’ is the weather, in ‘That’s a long way’ – ‘that’ is the 

distance etc.  Generally - 

5.71 If there is a tangible noun of some kind that is intended (the weather, the distance, the 

time etc), it is preferable to use the actual noun e.g. wev (weather), dis (distance) etc 

• It is hot.  It is a long way Wev bez hitema.  Dis bez lenema 

5.72 If a phrase or sentence is referred to, then use the relative pronoun ‘ca’, which is 

similar to ‘ce’ (‘that’) but clarifies that it is not a noun. 

In this case ‘it/that’ might refer to a rather complicated sentence or a situation that was 

previously mentioned e.g. - 

• He’s run off with his secretary 

• That's a shame (which is a shame) 

Il ogoz vek xibãrel avil. 
Ca bez gretexa. 

5.73 If the item referred to relates to people then use ‘pe’ or ‘pei’ meaning ‘one’ or ‘they’ 

• It is thought that he is old Pei fez ca il bez ajema. 

• It is believed that she likes him Pei blifez ca el lãkez il. 

5.74 If the item referred to is mentioned later in the sentence then it is better to reverse the 

sentence and avoid the ‘it’ altogether. 

• it is cold outside (outside is cold) Os bez koda. 

• It is important that everybody write to the boss Alpe ritiz u cif bez pøta. 

5.75 Sometimes, if the sentence is very complicated, it will need to be modified to maintain 

the original meaning but without getting confused by trying to translate the original words - 

• It’s been a whole year since I last saw you. An yir ezpãsoz eãv me soz vøfea 
yu. 

5.8 There is, there are etc 

Again, this is a very common form of beginning a sentence in English.  When the subject is mentioned later in the 

sentence it is best to change the word order to put the subject first.  In some sentences, think of ‘bez’ being 

translated as ‘exists’ instead of ‘is’. 

There is a spider above your head (a spider is above your head) Araknis bez bãv hed 
yuva. 

There’s no way to prove that he was lying (No way exists to prove that he 

was lying) 

Zahu bez prufiz ca il 
optruioz. 

There’s a lot of snow in the garden (Much snow is in the garden) Om sno bez e gãd. 

There wasn’t a chance (No chance existed) Za cãn boz. 

There won’t be any papers tomorrow (No newspapers will exist tomorrow) Za juni buz uzde. 
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5.9 Noun Affixes 

Virtually any root words can be merged to form new compound words.  These generally fall into three main 

categories - 

1. Grammatical variations – tenses etc rãn, me rãnoz running.  I ran 

2. Supplemental meanings associated with the 

root word 

lok, lokør lock. key (ør = tool associated with 

the root word) 
 

ãt, ãtãr art, artist (ãr = profession associated 

with the root word) 

3. New compound words with meaning 

different to the component root words 

prep, akt, 
prepakt 

prep = preparation 

akt = acting 

prepakt = rehearsal 

Here are some words which fall in category 2 and may be applied as affixes to many different root words. 

Affix Type and Meaning Algilez 

ãr profession of root 
 

  art, artist, type, typist ãt, ãtãr, tip, tipãr 

a adjective, of, made from, quality 
 

  redness, red car red, kãr reda 

ag assemblage, grouping   

  ship, convoy xip, xipag 

  cattle, herd bovis, bovisag 

as place, site, point 
 

  film (movie), cinema muv, muvas 

at fraction, part   

  two, half, ten, tenth, snow, snowflake du, duat, ax, axat, sno, snoat 

bad badness 
 

  taste, bad taste flav, badflav 

cu child/offspring 
 

  son, daughter cuil, cuel 

de day 
 

  leisure, holiday les, lesde 

ef object, thing 
 

  equalness, an equivalent ek, ekef 

  trade, merchandise (goods) trid, tridef/tridefi 

el she, her, female 
 

  woman, sportswoman peel, spøtel 

em largeness, much of 
 

  house, mansion hus, husem 
 

Note - a large house, a small mansion hus ema, husem eta 

et diminutive, little of 
 

  house, cabin/hut hus, huset 
 

Note - a small house (cottage), a large 

hut 

hus eta, huset ema 
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ex character, quality, tone 
 

  friend, friendliness fren, frenex 

fe frequency, occasion 
 

  two, twice, again du, dufe, wufe 

fu plenitude, fullness 
 

  air, inflated luf, luffua 

id action resulting from 
 

  separateness, separation/parting sep, sepid 

ij remoteness in past time 
 

  primitive man ijpe 

il he, him, male 
 

  man, male artist peil, ãtãril 

je quantity of, amount of, worth 
 

  cup, cupful, mouth, mouthful 

10 euros worth of petrol 

kep, kepje, mof, mofje 
Ax yuro je gasøl 

ju youth, young, youngster 
 

  dog, puppy kanis, kanisju 
 

boy, girl juil, juel 

kø cause 
 

  disease, infection zis, ziskø 

oc inferiority, undesirable outcome 
 

  to stop, to break down 

turn, to overturn/capsize 

ses, sesoc 
tøn, tønoc 

od product of the root 
 

  wool, woollens wul, wulod 

  wit, witticism wit, witod 

  paint, painting pãt, pãtod 

øk effect, result, outcome of root   

  joining, a connection jon, jonøk 

op opposite   

  similarity, dissimilarity sim, opsim 

ør tool 
 

  cut, knife, lock, key kut, kutør, lok, lokør 

ox doctrine, study of 
 

  Catholicism, aeronautics katolikox, flitox 

oz former, previous, past tense 
 

  former (ex) husband, ex-wife oznupil, oznupel 

  I went, I ran  me goz, me rãnoz 

pe person   

  villager viletpe 

  rich, rich person, ric, ricpe 

po speech, language 
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  English, German Englandpo, Doiclantpo 
(Doicpo) 

uc wickedness, depravity 
 

  scoundrel, slut peiluc, peeluc 

us receptacle, container 
 

  money, purse kax, kaxus 

uz intended, future, future tense 
 

  wife, fiancée nupel, uznupel 

  I will go, I will run me guz, me rãnuz 

5.10 Compound Words 

If we consider olive oil, red oil (øl oliva, øl reda), the words 'olive' and 'red' qualify the word 'oil'. 

However, if we consider baby oil, engine oil, cooking oil then the grammatical meaning is different.  The words 

mean an oil for the purpose of applying to babies, for the purpose of adding to engines and for the purpose of 

cooking. 

In this case, we cannot use the normal adjective ending ‘a’ such as øl baba, øl mota, øl kuka since 'øl baba' would 

imply oil made from babies and øl mota oil made from motors!  Instead we must use ‘ya’ which means ‘used by’ or 

‘used for the purpose of’. 

baby oil 

motor oil 

cooking oil 

øl babya (oil for baby-use) 

øl motya (oil for motor-use) 

øl kukya (oil for cooking-use) 

A useful alternative is to create new compound words such as babøl, motøl, kukøl.  This then enables the new 

compound words to be qualified themselves in the normal way e.g. 

expensive baby oil babøl prasema 

red engine oil motøl reda 

hot cooking oil kukøl hitema 

 

Often, a compound word can be formed by taking the root from an adjective or other qualifying word and 

putting it at the front of the subject word.  However, the two forms may not always be interchangeable. 

Examples of compound words 

• main road; junction; traffic control pøtrud; rudjon; viktrol 

• fragrance (nice smell); fetor (bad smell) gudpaf, badpaf 

• Selling, seller, future seller otrid, otridãr, uzotridãr 

• sound; noise; stereo sun; sunoc; dudirsun 
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5.11 Gender & Family 

A root noun will can have the suffix 'il' or 'el' to denote male or female.  Note the difference between 'cu' 

(child/offspring) and 'ju' (child/youngster).  'Pe' denotes a person of either sex. 

• Cattle, bull, cow, cows, calf bovisi, bovisil, bovisel, boviseli, bovisju 

• Boy, girl, child (youngster) juil, juel, jupe 

• son, daughter cuil, cuel 

• Parent, parents, father, mother, mothers pãr, pãri, pãril, pãrel, pãreli 

• Uncle, aunts, cousins (male/female etc) onkil, onkeli, kosi (kosil, kosel etc) 

• Brother, sisters, children, sons, daughters sibil, sibeli, cui, cuili, cueli 

• Marriage, spouse, husband, wife nup, nuppe, nupil, nupel 

• father-in-law nuppãril 
Note - not pãril nupa which means a ‘married father’ 

Note that generally a noun and adjective combinations e.g. pãril nupelva (wife’s father) can be converted to 

a compound word nupelpãril with exactly the same meaning (and v.v.).  See also 6.5 below. 

• daughter-in-law (son’s wife) nupcuel (nupel cuilva) 

• step-mother (father’s wife) 

• step-son (husband’s son) 

pãrilnupel (nupel pãrilva) 
nupilcuil (cuil nupilva) 

• step-child (spouse-child) nuppecu  

• grandfather, great-grandfather pãrpãril (pãril pãra), ijpãrpãril 

• grandson, great-grandson cucuil (cuil cua), ijcucuil (ij cuil cua) 

• I got married last week me adnupoz ozwik 

• This is my brother-in-law xe bez nupsibil meva 

5.12 Participle-nouns 

These refer often to people or things which are carrying out an action of some kind, e.g. - 

• walk wøk 

• a walker wøkpe, wøkãr, wøkef, wøkør 

• destroy duc 

• destroyer ducpe, ducãr, ducef, ducør 

In the first example, ‘a walker’ would generally refer to a person – someone who is walking.  However, it might refer 

to someone who is a professional walker, a thing that walks or a machine/device which walks, hence the choice of 

words.  A derelict demolition machine might be referred to as a ‘ozducør’ (former destroyer)! 

Actions can also be expressed as nouns - 

• I like dancing (the performance, ‘dance’). Me lãkez dans. 

• I like dancing / I like to dance. 

(I like to dance, myself) 

Me lãkez dansiz. 

5.13 Changes to the meanings of words 

Adjectives ema & eta refer to greater or smaller (in amount of, intensity etc). 

However, the affixes ‘em’ and ‘et’ actually change the core meaning of the word.  A hut (huset) is not just a small 

house (hus eta) – it is a different kind of property altogether.  Similarly, a rock (ston) is not as big as a boulder 

(stonem) or as small as a pebble (stonet), and we can use a modified version of the same root word in each case. 
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The same principle applies to other nouns, including abstract ones.  Teaching is ‘tic’ and education is ‘ticem’ – 

both words using a common root but with different meanings.  Similarly, the word for anger is ‘ang’.  Hence the 

word for annoyance is ‘anget’ and for fury is ‘angem’. 

English provides different words for those things.  Algilez provides different but related words for those things.  

Note that Algilez is not trying to provide new dictionary definitions of these things, the meanings remain the same 

as in existing languages (however imprecise that may be in some cases).  Unfortunately, in English, sometimes the 

dictionary definitions have multiple meanings and it is necessary to choose just one for the Algilez word, which 

makes it appear that the English word meanings are being redefined. 

om multiple, many, very 
 

 
many cats, very frequently om filisi, omfea 

em greatness (size, intensity etc) 
 

 
book, ledger buk, bukem 

 
house, big house, mansion hus, hus ema, husem 

et small size 
 

 
book, note book buk, buket 

 
house, cottage, cabin/hut hus, hus eta, huset 

Examples a small pebble, a big boulder stonet eta, stonem ema 
 

a big pebble, a small boulder stonet ema, stonem eta 

 

Top 
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6. Adjectives 

6.1 Quality (e.g. size, age, shape, colour, material etc) - suffix 'a', follows noun 

These relate to general, single, adjectives 

• big farm fãm ema 

• old man peil uja 

• square peg in a round hole nalem kira in hol sãkexa 

• red car kãr reda 

6.2 Multiple adjectives 

Similar form to English but following the noun using ‘a’ suffix.  Although no particular word order is required for 

adjectives, it is probably best that they follow the noun in order of importance or most obvious characteristics.  

Generally the order of adjectives in English works well, but with the noun moving to the beginning of the phrase. 

• a large, red, old book buk ema, reda, uja 

6.3 Modified adjectives 

This is where the adjective itself may be modified to give a more precise description.  As above, this example uses 

the English adjective word order with the noun moved to the beginning of the phrase. 

 Buk Buk 

A very large, sãzem ema, em sãzema, 

bright red, red brita, britreda, 

fairly old uj eta. et uja. 

book.   

Words such as ‘bright red’ on their own, would be translated as ‘red brita’.  In the example above (red brita), the 

adjectival suffix ‘a’ on ‘brita’ means that ‘brita’ refers to ‘red’ and the whole adjective ‘red brita’ refers to the 

previous noun ‘buk’. 

The expression can also be modified by making it a compound word ‘britreda’ as in the third column. 

Modifiers for big/small (em/et) normally precede the noun but can follow (using the suffix ‘a’) if required. 

Both forms are acceptable.  The test is – is it clear and unambiguous?  To aid understanding, the adjective groups 

would need to be written with commas between them or said with brief pauses between each group. 

6.4 Origin - suffix 'da' or ‘a’ follows noun 

This may relate to the producer or maker of an item.  The suffix ‘da’ (done by/made by) is more precise than ‘a’. 

• a red book buk reda 

• the children’s book (book written by children) buk cuda 

6.5 Purpose - suffix 'ya' follows noun 

Again, the suffix ‘ya’ (used for the purpose of) is more precise than ‘a’. 

• a large book buk ema 

• the children’s book (book used by children) buk cuya 

• glass bottle (bottle made of glass) bot glasa 

• milk bottle (bottle used for milk) bot mekya 
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6.6 Active/Participles (suffix 'a', follows noun) 

For an 'active' adjective (using verbal infinitive form ‘iz’), add suffix 'a', as a normal adjective. 

• You will see a running man. Yu suz peil rãniza. 

• I saw a fallen tree. (previously fallen) Me soz tre føloza. 

• I saw a falling tree. (in the act of falling) Me soz tre føliza. 

• I saw Peter, running. Me soz Piter rãniza. 

• flower, floral, flowering flur, flura, fluriza 

• The annoyed man telephoned again. Peil angeta fonoz wufe. 

• The annoying man telephoned again. Peil angetiza fonoz wufe. 

• The thieving magpie. Pikis stoliza / pikis dastola. 

• The stolen magpie. Pikis adstola. 

For more complicated sentences, treat as an object clause e.g.. 

• I saw Mary crossing the road me soz Merri rosioz rud 

As in     I saw ‘Mary crossing the road’ me soz ‘Merri rosioz rud’ 

6.7 Possessive 

Conjunction 'av', precedes noun or, suffix 'va' follows noun - both forms have identical meaning. 

The ‘av’ option is easier to understand when there are ‘nested’ possessives (see section below).  The infinitive verb 

form ‘viz’ can also be used to mean ‘with/possessing/containing’, e.g. room with shower = rum viz xãr.  (Don’t use 

‘vek’ for ‘with’, since this only means ‘accompanied by’) 

my av me or meva our (not you) av mi or miva 
 

 our (including you) av wi or wiva 

your (singular) av yu or yuva your (plural) av yi or yiva 

his av il or ilva their (male) av ili or iliva 

her av el or elva their (female) av eli or eliva 

his/hers av ul or ulva their (either) av uli or uliva 

its av ol or olva their (non-human) av oli or oliva 

itself av su or suva themselves av sui or suiva 

6.8 Examples, including ‘nested’ possessives 

My book, their cars. buk meva, kãri uliva. 

The car is his. Kãr bez avil / Kãr bez ilva. 

Give the dog its food. 

(Note - the exact meaning is  

Give to the dog its food, not ‘Give the dog ...’) 

Gevuz fud olva u kanis. 
 
Gevuz u kanis fud av ol. 

The red car seat (the red seat of the car). Sit reda av kãr / sit reda kãrva. 

The red car seat (the seat of the red car). Sit av kãr reda / sit kãrva reda. 

The old man's, young dog's, new bone. 

(the new bone of the young dog of the old man) 

Bon nua, av kanis ajeta, av peil 
ajema. 

Room with a shower (room having a shower). Rum viz xãr. 
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6.9 Plural possessives 

Plural possessives are used similarly to those in English, by making the possessive adjective plural - 

He ate his apple, she ate hers Il itoz pom ilva, el itoz (pom) elva 

He ate his apples, she ate hers Il itoz pomi ilva, el itoz (pomi) elvai 

Note that here we have an example of ‘Ellipsis’ or, missing out words (apple/apples – pom/pomi).  This has evolved 

in English (and probably other languages) but due to the possibility of ambiguity, it is not recommended for Algilez.  

The example above shows how it could be done if such use should evolve in Algilez. 

6.10 False possessives 

In English there are some expressions which use a possessive which is inappropriate and is best translated as an 

adjective.  In some case ‘je’ (quantity of) may be more appropriate - 

An hour’s walk. Wøk an uroa / an uro je wøk. (an hour’s quantity of walk) 

Today’s news. Nus ezdea. 

6.11 Different types of possessives 

There is a difference between ‘His arm’ (a physical part of him), ‘His car’ (something he owns or presently 

possesses) and ‘His flight’ (something he is associated with or using).  How important are these differences?  The 

answer is, as important as the speaker wishes to make them.  In English, the use of the word ‘His’ for each of the 

three examples does not cause any particular problem, since both the speaker and listener will probably 

understand the context and interpret the words accordingly.  If a hire car is being discussed, then the expression 

‘His car’ will automatically mean the car he is presently using, not one which he owns.  Hence using ‘ãm ilva’, or 

‘kãr ilva’ and ‘flit ilva’ will be clear and sufficient.  However, if it is necessary to be more precise in order to avoid 

misunderstandings, then the suffix ‘va’ can be replaced by a more specific qualifier, as in the section below. 

6.12 More precise use of words in Algilez 

English expressions such as ‘Tom’s book’ may have a variety of different meanings.  Instead of just using ‘buk 

Tomva’ Algilez can be more precise, still following a similar format but using ba, da & ya instead of just ‘va’. 

ab / ba concerning, regarding, about 
 

 
Tom's book (book about Tom) buk ab Tom / buk Tomba 

ad / da done by / by 
 

 
The bread was cut yesterday by Tom bred adkutoz ozde ad Tom 

 
Tom’s book (written by Tom) buk ad Tom / buk Tomda 

(buk adøfoz Tom)  
Tom’s book (made by Tom) buk ad Tom / buk Tomda 

(buk adodoz Tom) 
In both cases of ‘Tom’s book’ above, if the meaning & context are clear (e.g. you are talking 

about book makers or book authors) then the ad/da versions (meaning ‘done by’) are 

acceptable.  The versions in brackets (adøfoz & adodoz) are even more precise, meaning 

‘written by’ or ‘made by’. 

as / sa place, site, point, location 
 

 
Cambridge University Yun as Kambridj / Yun Kambrijsa 

 
London Bridge Brij as London / Brij Londonsa 

av / va owned by, possessing 
 

 
Tom’s book (possessed by Tom) buk av Tom / buk Tomva 
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(buk advez Tom) 

ay / ya applied by, used by ‘ay’ is pronounced as if you were 

saying ‘my yak’  
Tom's book (the book used by Tom) buk ay Tom / buk Tomya 

(buk adyiz Tom) 
Note pot of jam (a pot-quantity of jam) 

jam pot (a pot used for jam) 

vesje jam 
ves jamya, jamves 

Note baby oil 

motor oil 

cooking oil 

babøl / øl babya (oil for baby-use) 

motøl / øl motya (oil for motor-use) 

kukøl / øl kukya (oil for cooking-use) 

Algilez is very flexible and often there are alternatives with the same meaning 

Note also: 

yiz with, using, by means of (i.e. as a tool, not as an agent) 
 

went by train, will cut with (using) a knife goz yiz trin, kutuz yiz kutør 
 

she covered the table with (using) a cloth el kuvoz tab yiz klof 

6.13 Comparative (suffix or preposition) 

The expressions follow the normal degrees of positive (big, good etc), comparative (i.e. bigger, better etc) and 

superlative (biggest, best etc) using either suffixes or prepositions.  These can be used for both adjectives and 

adverbs (using 'a' suffix).  Note that the word ‘most’ (um) is used in the sense of ‘greatest/most’ not in the sense of 

a majority/greater number (umje) 

Base word 
 

Positive Comparative mu 
 

Positive Superlative um 

good guda 
 

better gudmua 
 

best guduma 

bad bada 
 

worse badmua 
 

worst baduma 

 

In addition, there are 'Negative' (i.e. smaller, lesser) comparatives. 

Base word 
 

Negative Comparative tu 
 

Negative Superlative ut 

good guda 
 

less good gudtua 
 

least good guduta 

bad bada 
 

less bad badtua 
 

least bad baduta 

 

Note that some Algilez words use a 'neutral' root word which first needs to be modified in order to form the base 

word.  This modification is done with 'em' for more/greater and 'et' for less/smaller e.g. 

 Neutral Root More / greater Less / smaller 
speed, velocity vel fast velema slow veleta 

tallness tul tall tulema short tuleta 

duration dur ages durem a moment duret 

 

However, the comparatives can still be used with the neutral roots in most cases, which avoids multiple affixes. 

Comparative Superlative 
faster (more speed) velmua fastest veluma 

slower (less speed) veltua slowest veluta 
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Note also 

As in English, comparatives and superlatives can be used as both suffixes and prepositions: 

(1) Mary is more beautiful than Ann Merri bez mu bela kom An. 

(2) Mary is beautifuler than Ann Merri bez belmua kom An 

(1) Pam is the most beautiful Pam bez um bela 

(2) Pam is the beautifulest Pam bez beluma 

The meaning of (1) is identical to (2) but in Algilez both forms are also grammatically correct! 

This arrangement allows for a variety of meanings to be expressed e.g. 

fast, faster, fastest velema, velmua, veluma 

least fast, less faster, more faster velemuta, tu velmua, mu velmua 

slow, slower, slowest veleta, veltua, veluta 

least slow, less slower, more slower veletuta, tu veltua, mu veltua 

Positive Base em larger/positive 
 

  
fast, very good, expensive,  velema, emguda, prasema 

Positive Comparative mu more 
 

  
faster, better, more expensive velmua, gudmua, prasmua 

  
a larger house, more land hus mu sãzema, mu lan 

Positive Superlative um most (not ‘majority’ – omex) 
 

  
fastest, best, most expensive veluma, guduma, prasuma 

  
the biggest car kãr sãzuma 

Negative Base et smaller/negative 
 

  
slow, small, cheap veleta, sãzeta, praseta 

Negative Comparative tu less 
 

  
slower, smaller, cheaper veltua, sãztua, prastua 

  
one book less than before antu buk kom vøa 

Negative Superlative ut least 
 

  
slowest, smallest, cheapest veluta, sãzuta, prasuta 

  
She is the youngest el bez ajuta 

In Algilez, comparisons can also be expressed in a more simplified form if the context is clear - 

Tom’s car is faster than mine 

or 

Kãr Tomva bez velmua kom meva. 
Kãr Tomva velmuez meva. 
(Tom’s car ‘outspeeds’ mine) 

Mount Everest is higher than Snowdon Montem Everest hetmuez Snowdon. 

6.14 .The Indefinite Article 'a' - Not Used 

'an' (the number one) is used only when it is necessary to quantify the following word. 

• Give me a pen. Gevuz pen u me. 

• Give me one apple Gevuz an pom u me. 

• She is an actress El bez aktãrel. 

6.15 The Definite Article 'the' - Not Used 

xe (this) or ce (that) is used when it is necessary to qualify the following word. 

• Give it to the (that) dog. Gevuz ol u ce kanis. 
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6.16 Demonstrative (preposition) 

Demonstrative words such as this, that, these, those (xe, ce, xei, cei) are considered to be adjectives in English.  

In Algilez they are prepositions and precede the noun. 

• This, that, these, those xe, ce, xe(i), ce(i) 

• What did that man say? k ef ce peil coz / k ef adcoz ce peil 

• These cars are mine. xei kãri bez meva 
xei kãri bez av me 

Note also (from 5.6 above): 

that, which, who, whom, where xa / ca (used as pronouns for relative clauses) 

whose avxa / avca 

about which, about whom abxa / abca 

6.17 Distributive (preposition) 

Distributive words such as each, every, all, either, neither etc. (ic, al, røan, zaan) are also considered to be 

adjectives in English.  In Algilez they are also prepositions and precede the noun. 

• All cups were dirty al kepi boz døta 

• Each / every cup was dirty ic kep boz døta 

• Either cup is fine Røan kep bez sata 

• Neither cup is clean Zaan kep bez klina 

6.18 Distributive (preposition/prefix) 

• All, each, every, either, neither, none al, ic, al, røan, zaan, za 

• everyone, no-one, each one, either one alpe, zape, icpe, røanpe 

• Give a loaf to all of them, to each of them. Gevuz an lof u al oli, u ic oli. 

• Give it to either of them, to neither of them. Gevuz ol u røan uli, u zaan uli. 

6.19 Quantitative (prefix) 

• some, any, none, not any  sã, en, za, zaen 

Note that in Algilez, if a quantity is indeterminate (i.e. it is not clear what the quantity is) then it is not necessary to 

say ‘some’ (sã).  E.g. She gave him some apples – El gevoz pomi uil. (She gave him apples). 

 

6.20 Multiple Adjectives & Participles 

Multiple adjectives, or combinations of adjectives and adverbs, can be confusing, as in English.  In Algilez, they 

may need to be placed in a particular order or dealt with slightly differently e.g. by forming a new compound word. 

• The horrible, red car kãr opplesa reda 

(the car which is both horrible and red) 
 

• The horrible-red car kãr, reda opplesa 

(the car painted a horrible red) kãr opplesreda 

The basic principle remains that the 'headword' always precedes the qualifying word.  Hence in the second 

example above, 'kãr' precedes 'reda' which in turn, precedes 'opplesa'.  When a new compound word is formed, 

then the words are equal and there is no change of meaning between ‘opplesreda’ and ‘redopplesa’.  It is simply 

a question of what is easier to say and understand. 
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Where there are multiple adjectives, then they need to be separated by commas in writing and pauses when 

speaking e.g. 

• The old, horribly fat, red haired woman peel herreda, fatopplesa, ajema 

'Active' adjectives (participles) can themselves be qualified by a following adjective, hence they should be placed 

last if they are not qualified e.g.  - 

• The old, fast, sinking ship  xip ajema velema divociza  

(the old, fast ship which is sinking) 
 

• The old, fast-sinking ship xip ajema, divociza velema  

(the old ship which is sinking fast) (xip ajema xa divocez velema) 

• to speak, talkative, to fear, timid piz, poixa, firiz, firexa 

 

Top 
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7. Verbs 

7.1 General Rules 

Active & Passive, Transitive & Intransitive verbs and the wider use of words as verbs 

Most verbs are transitive and active.  This means that a verb follows the subject of the sentence (i.e. the thing or 

person that the sentence is about) and that the verb denotes the action carried out by the subject on another thing 

or person (the object).  In its simplest form it might be of the type 'John read a book'. 

A number of verbs can be either transitive or intransitive. In this case instead of 'John read the book' (transitive) we 

could just have 'John read' (intransitive). 

Where the subject is passive (i.e. the action of the verb is done to it) then the verb needs to be modified (as in 

English) and we also say (as in English) that the verb is passive.  E.g. 'The book was read by John' (transitive) or 

'The book was read' (intransitive). 

7.2 Examples: 

John read. 

Jon ridoz 

Active verb 'read' - it was an action done by the subject, John 

Intransitive verb - John just read - we don't know what he read. 
 

John read a book 

Jon ridoz buk 

Active verb 'read' - it was an action done by the subject, John 

Transitive verb - John read something - a book 
 

The book was read 

Buk adridoz 

Passive verb 'was read' - it was an action done to the subject (the book). 

The subject itself did nothing!  Intransitive verb - we don't know who or 

what did the action. 

The book was read by John 

Buk adridoz Jon 

Passive verb 'was read' - it was an action done to the subject, the book.  

The subject (the book) itself did nothing!  Transitive verb - the action was 

done by someone, John (the object) 

 

Algilez permits both a more expressive use and a simpler use of verbs compared with English.  Below are 

examples of the very efficient and simple use of Algilez – e.g. an English sentence of 7 words can be expressed in 

just 3 words in Algilez -e.g.: 

• The baby boy is six months old (The baby boy 'months' six) Babil monez sis. 

• He is eight years old (He 'years' eight) 
{Il yirez ok. 
{Il ajez ok yiri. 
{Il bez aja ok yiri. 

• We went by train to London (We 'trained' to London) Mi trinoz u London. 

• We are riding (by horse) to Canterbury Mi ekwisiez u Kanterberi. 

• We will sail to Calais Mi xipuz u Kalai. 

• He fed his cat (He 'fooded' his cat) [Here Algilez is the same as English] Il fudoz filis avsu. 

• Take off your hat (Unhat yourself) Unhatuz. 

• Have a safe journey Gouz safa. 

By taking a root word and adding a verbal suffix, the verb formed then means whatever is appropriate in the 

context.  E.g. if someone asks you to ‘dictionary a word’ it will probably mean ‘look it up in a dictionary’.  However, if 

you are part of a team producing new definitions of words, then it might mean ‘add this word to our new dictionary’.  

In both cases, if the context is clear then the longer, more ‘grammatically correct’ version is not necessary. 
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7.3 Passive Case 

Where the subject is passive, add prefix 'ad', giving the meaning 'to have something done by ... (whichever word 

follows)'.  If there is no object following the verb, then the verb is intransitive.  Hence a preposition 'by' (which is 

also 'ad') is not required if the person/thing doing the action immediately follows the verb.  Note that similarly to 

‘av/va’, ‘ad’ can be used as a preposition or ‘da’ can be used as a noun suffix – the meaning is the same. 

For example, the passive form of the verb ‘gevoz’, which is ‘adgevoz’, is translated into English as ‘was given by’.  

Beware that it is the ‘by’ part which is provided by ‘ad’.  The affix ‘ad’ should not be thought of as ‘reversing’ the 

verb and turning ‘giving’ into ‘receiving’ etc. 

• A book written by Dickens Buk adøfoz Dikenz. 

• A book by Dickens Buk ad Dikenz (buk Dikenzda). 

• Peter was tired (felt fatigued) Piter boz tiga. 

• Peter was tired (fatigued by others) Peter adtigoz. 

• Tom angered Peter Tom angoz Peter. 

• Peter was angered by Tom Peter adangoz Tom. 

• Peter is angered Peter adangez. 

• She woke the child El buwekoz cu. 

• The child was awoken Cu adbuwekoz. 

Note -The child was awake Cu boz weka. 

Note -An affix acts on all of the following roots of a word.  In the example above, (ad-bu-wekoz) then ‘ad’ will 

come first because ‘bu’ changes the semantic meaning of wekoz to a new word (i.e. ‘to wake up’ instead of ‘to be 

awake’) and ‘ad’ makes the whole new word passive. 

In other cases, (Causative verbs, see Causative Verbs below), for example ‘Tom køwoxuz kãr’ (Tom will cause-

wash’ the car) or ‘Tom køuz kãr adwoxiz’ (Tom will cause/get the car to be washed).  In this case, the English 

language translation for both examples would still be ‘Tom will get the car washed’.  The first example is more 

compact and preferred.  The second example might be more intuitive for English language speakers. 

7.4 Transitive and Intransitive verbs 

A number of verbs can be either transitive or intransitive.  If no object follows the verb then they are considered 

intransitive, as in English. i.e. the action referred to happens to the subject of the sentence. 

• I walked me wøkoz 

• I walked the dog me wøkoz kanis 

• The dog walked kanis wøkoz 

• the dog was walked kanis adwøkoz 

• She fell asleep 

(Transitional – see 7.5 below) 

el buslipoz 
(bu = to become) 

• She sat (i.e. she sat down) el busitoz 

• She sat (i.e. was sitting) el sitoz / el sitioz / el boz sita 

Note - Algilez is very flexible and all three alternatives (el sitoz / el sitioz / el boz 

sita) are grammatically correct.  If the choice is unclear, always use the simplest form. 
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• She sat the child in the high chair el busitoz cu in tulcer 

(Note - See also 8.3 ‘Stative’ which explains how to deal with states or conditions instead of actions) 

 

Examples of common verbs which may be either transitive or intransitive (i.e. not always require an object) - 

• Sit (down), stand (up), walk busitiz, bustaniz, wøkiz 

• run, stop, start rãniz, sesiz, gãiz 

• fall asleep, sleep buslipiz, slipiz 

• fall, rise, tire, freeze (become 

frozen) 

føliz, upgiz, tiriz, bufrisiz 

 

If a normally intransitive verb needs to be changed to a transitive case then 'da' may be added as a prefix to clarify 

the meaning. 

• Peter was tiring (becoming sleepy) Piter buslipixioz 

• Peter was tiring (fatiguing to others) Piter datigioz 

• Peter was tired ((felt fatigued) Piter tigoz (boz tiga) 

• Peter tired (fatigued other people) Piter datigoz 

• Peter tired (became fatigued) Piter butigoz 

• Peter was tired (fatigued by others) Piter adtigoz 

Note also - 

315c rotator (thing which rotates) tønør 

315ca rotator (that causes other things to rotate) datønør 

 a rotated thing  adtønør 
 

Where the 'intransitiveness' of the action may be unclear then the affix 'su' (self) may be used as a prefix to the 

verb.  This gives the meaning that the activity happened without action by an external body but that the subject did 

the action to themselves (i.e. it did not just happen).  In some case 'su' might not be appropriate if the cause is 

unknown - 

• I broke a window Me brekoz wid. 

• A window was broken (by someone) Wid adbrekoz. 

• A window broke (we don't know how) Wid brekoz. 

• A door was shut (by someone or 

something) 

Dør adxutoz. 

• The door shut (it closed itself automatically) Dør xutoz su, (dør suxutoz). 

• A door shut (we don't know how) Dør xutoz. 

7.5 Alternative Passive Forms 

The full list of alternative word orders is given in Section 22.  Here is a brief list of 6 of the most common variations 

using a Subject, Transitive Verb, Direct Object and Indirect Object in different word orders.  The variations would 

apply to any sentences using the same format (e.g. ‘John drove his car past Mary’.  ‘John heard a shout from Mary’ 

etc). 

1. John gave a book to Mary Jon gevoz buk u Merri 22.1 

2. John gave Mary a book Jon gevoz u Merri, (an) buk 22.2 
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3. Mary was given a book by John U Merri gevoz buk ad Jon 22.18 

4. A book was given by John to 

Mary 

Buk adgevoz Jon u Merri 22.7 

5. A book was given to Mary by 

John 

Buk adgevoz u Merri ad Jon 22.8 

6. Mary was given by John, a book U Merri adgevoz Jon, buk 22.17 

The first example (in bold) is preferred. 

The second example is a very common (and compact) form in English.  The Algilez version just adds ‘u’ (or any 

other appropriate preposition) before ‘Mary’.  Note that ‘Jon gevoz Merri buk’ would mean ‘John gave Mary-Book 

(to someone)!  The word ‘buk’ at the end of the sentence would make sense to an English speaker but not 

necessarily to anyone else. 

Similarly, example 3 is also very common in English.  However, since the ‘agent’ (i.e. the person doing the giving) 

does not immediately follow the verb and the direct object (i.e. the thing being given) does not immediately precede 

the verb, we cannot use ‘adgevoz’ and must use ‘gevoz’ instead.  This may make the sentence seem rather 

peculiar to English speakers who would automatically be inclined to translate ‘was given’ by ‘adgevoz’ in every 

case.  The problem, of course, is not with the Algilez but with the English.  Until the reader reaches the words ‘a 

book’, he doesn’t know if a gift was being given to Mary or she was being given away to the gypsies!  In English, 

this form is perfectly acceptable and well used.  The Algilez format attempts to let the reader/listener know the 

meaning of the sentence as it develops.  Hence most Algilez sentences can have words removed one by one from 

the end of the sentence and remain grammatically correct and still make sense. 

Other examples: - 

1. My son is named Ben Cuil meva adnamez Ben 

2. My son is named (to be) Ben Cuil meva adnamez biz Ben 

3. My son is named Ben Cuil meva adnambez Ben  

4. My son is named Ben Cuil meva bez nama Ben 

Example 1 is not permitted since it translates as ‘My son is named by Ben’.  Example 2 is the grammatically correct 

version.  Example 3 is a shortened correct version.  Example 4 uses ‘nama’ as an adverb to ‘bez’, which is a little 

unusual but is still clear, compact and probably easier understood by English speakers. 

 

7.6 Transitional Verbs 

‘Transitional’ refers to those actions that are moving from one state to another e.g. to fall asleep, to sit down, which 

are different to ‘being asleep’ or ‘being sat’.  In some cases, the transitional verbs have the prefix ‘bu’, meaning ‘to 

become’, e.g. ‘buslipiz’ means ‘to become asleep’, i.e. to fall asleep. 

In English there is some ambiguity with the sentence ‘He sat by the door’ which could mean ‘He was sitting by the 

door’ or ‘he sat down by the door’. 

 

 

In Algilez, the ambiguity is avoided. 

• He sat by the door (was sitting) il sitoz nir dør / il boz sita nir dør 

• He sat by the door (sat down) il busitoz nir dør 
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Note - The use of the affix ‘bu’ (to become) means that it can only be applied to a transitional action, even if that 

action takes some time (such as waking up or falling asleep).  Hence you can have ‘il wekoz’ (he was awake), ‘il 

buwekoz’ (he woke up) and ‘il buwekioz’ (he was awakening / waking up). 

For some Stative verbs i.e. those that denote a state instead of an action (although it might not be clear in all 

cases) then it is possible to use ‘biz’ with an adjective.  E.g. il boz weka (he was awake). 

7.7 Stative verbs 

Stative verbs refer to ‘being’ rather than doing.  I.e. ‘John is hot’ rather than ‘John is running’ etc.  A number of 

Algilez verbs are stative - stand/be standing (stan), sit/be sitting (sit), sleep/be sleeping (slip).  These are 

different to stand up (bustaniz), sit down (busitiz), fall asleep (buslipiz).  Native English speakers may find the 

‘biz’ + adverb form a little more intuitive – Il bez stana (he is standing), instead of Il stanez (he stands). 

7.8 Understanding the ‘to’ and ‘ing’ forms of English verbs 

In English we explain verbs by using ‘to’ before them e.g. to run, to eat, to be or not to be etc.  We also use a 

‘gerund’ or noun form of verbs by adding ‘ing’ as a suffix – running, eating, being etc.  In some cases, the ‘to’ and 

‘ing’ forms are interchangeable (see 1 & 2 below). However, ‘to’ is also used to mean ‘in order to ...’ or ‘for the 

purpose of ...’ – ‘pø’ (see 3, 4 & 5 below).  The ‘ing’ form might be used as an adverb (see 6 & 7 below) 

Be careful that the English version is correctly understood in order that it can be correctly translated.  Examples 11 

& 12 show a preposition after the verb and an adverb. 

1.  I like eating apples. Me lãkitiz pomi. 

2.  I like to eat apples. Me lãkitiz pomi. 

3.  Where did they go? 

They went to see a film. 

K as uli goz. 
Uli goz siz muv. 

4.  Why (for what purpose) did they go? 

They went to (in order to) see a film. 

K pø uli goz. 
Uli goz pø siz muv. 

5.  They went running. 

(They went for the purpose of running). 

Uli goz pø rãniz. 

6.  They went to eat. 

(They went in order to eat). 

Uli goz pø it. 

7.  They went running. 

(They departed, running / they left running). 

Uli goz rãniza. 
Uli gozrãniz. 

8.  They went eating. 

(They went, eating as they went) 

Uli goz itiza. 
Uli gozitiz. 

9.  They went eating apples. 

(They went in order to eat apples). 

Uli goz pø itiz pomi. 

10. They went eating apples. 

(They were eating apples as they went). 

Uli goz itiza pomi. 
Uli gozitiz pomi. 

11. They went to see. Uli goz pø siz. 

12. They went to sea. Uli goz u mer. 

13. They went happily. Uli goz hapa. 

7.9 Double & Triple Verb Groups 

These double verbs are used as the infinitive or gerund in English.  This form of double verbs is very common in 

Algilez (and very useful & compact). 
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Where two verbs can be combined, only one tense marker is used.  Generally, the tense ending from the first verb 

is used to replace the infinitive ending in the second verb 

E.g. me wixez giz (I wish to go) becomes me wixgez 

Use 'da' or 'ad' (active or passive) if required.  They can be in the following form - 

I wish to go to Paris (here and now, in the 

future). 

Me wixez giz u Pari / me wixgez u Pari. / me wixguz u 
Pari. 

I hate going (I hate to go) to school (any time). Me hutez giz u skul (me hutgez u skul). 

I liked to sit working (to sit to work) (in the past). Me lãkoz wãkiz sita / me lãkwãkoz sita / me lãksitoz 
wãkiz. 

I'm going (on my way) to start working. Me gez gãiz wãk (me gez gãwãkiz). 

I hated not going. Me hutoz zagiz (not ‘nogiz’) (me hutzagoz). 

He didn't remember finding it. Il noomemoz fãniz ol (il noomemfãnoz ol). 

I do not intend to sell. Me notenez otridiz (me notenotridez). 

We finished writing the letter. Mi finoz øfiz let (Mi finøfoz let). 

We’ll consider staying longer. Mi jejuz steiz durema (Mi jejsteuz durema). 

Note - Where the combination of verbs can make sentences more compact and still be clearly understood, then it 

is worthwhile.  However, just because it can be done does not mean that it has to be done.  In some cases, the 

result of the combination may result in a long word (particularly if it contains additional affixes such as a negative 

‘no’ or passive ‘ad’).  Such long words may be difficult to understand, particularly for triple verbs groups!  In such 

cases, retain the individual verbs even if it makes the sentence longer. 

Note also: 

• Do you like dance? K yu lãkez dans. 

• Do you like to dance/dancing? K yu lãkez dansiz. 

• Would you like to dance? K yu lãkdansuz (lãkuz dansiz). 

• I like dance. Me lãkez dans. 

The ‘iz’ ending implies the action and the ‘ez/uz’ ending implies a proposal for action (i.e. more here and now rather 

than generally).  Using neither ending (i.e. ‘dans’ alone) implies ‘dancing in general’, which may include watching 

dancing. 

7.10 Possessive - To Have (Roget 773) 

For having or possessing, use 'v' with appropriate tense to make a verb. 

• Do you have a bike?  K yu vez bik 

• He had a big house Il voz hus ema 

Note: There are a number of words associated with 'v' e.g. 

av possession by, association with 
 

 this is the car of Tom (this is Tom's car) xe bez kãr av Tom  

 wheel of a car  wil av kãr 

va (suffix) of, 's  

 the man’s gun gan peilva 

 this is Tom’s car xe bez kãr Tomva 

 a car wheel wil kãrva 

va 
(preposition) 

with, possessing, holding, carrying, having  
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 man with (possessing) a gun peil va gan 

(viz) man with (possessing) a gun peil viz gan 

vo possession (not ownership)  

 Who has possession? k pe vez vo 

Note also -Ownership = ‘ãn’ 

 

• my arm ãm meva,  

• his idea foøk ilva 

• Tom's happiness hap Tomva 

 

7.11 Other meaning of ‘to have’ 

Sometimes the verb ‘to have’ in English has a different meaning to the possessive, e.g. to meet with 

(happen/experience) (Roget 154), contain (Roget 056), to comprise (Roget 078), to know (Roget 490) 

‘He has a virus’ implies he has one in a laboratory 

etc 

Hence - 

He has a virus (he is ‘virused’) 

He has a virus (he is ‘virused’) 

He experiences a virus 

He is suffering from a virus 

il bez vira 
il advirez 
il pirez vir 
il adsufez vir 

They had a good time (they ‘goodtimed’) 

Again, ‘had’ implies possession and not doing. 

uli gudteoz 

They had (experienced) a good time uli piroz gudte 

They enjoyed a good time uli adplesoz gudte 

However, some abstract verbs can use the verb ‘to have’ in a similar way to English and still make logical sense - 

He has a lot of patience Il vez em pix 

She has a good memory El vez omem guda 

7.12 Common Verb Affixes 

These affixes are commonly used with verbs but as all affixes, they can be used with any other appropriate nouns, 

adjectives and adverbs.  The normal form is for them to be added as a prefix to the main verb and thus form a new 

compound verb.  Where the affix relates to a passive characteristic (e.g. to be ‘lovable’, to be ‘worthy’ etc) then it 

can also be used as an adjective/adverb as well as a verb.  Tense markers always follow the verb.  The same 

principle applies to Verb Aspect, following.  The Common verbs such as ‘to be’, ‘to have’ and ‘to do’ are 

represented by single letters ‘b’, ‘v’ and ‘d’ with the appropriate tense suffixes. 

ad passive form, action done to subject by 

another (usually the object following the 

verb) 

 

 
Tom saw the cat Tom soz filis 

 
The cat was seen by Tom. Filis adsoz Tom. 

 
The cat was seen twice by Tom Filis adsoz dufea ad Tom. 

az Hypothetical conditional marker 
 

 
I would have gone. Me azgoz. 
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bu to become (passive) 
 

 
He sat (was sitting) in the office. Il sitioz in fis. 

 
He sat (down) in the office. Il busitoz in fis. 

da active form for Intransitive verbs, action done to object by subject, done by 
 

Peter was boring (to others). Peter dabøroz. 
 

A book by (i.e. written by) Dickens. Buk Dikenzda (buk ad Dikenz). 

dut duty, obligation, ought to) 
 

 
I have to go tomorrow (it is my duty). Me dutguz uzde. 

er erroneous action 
 

 
to use, misuse yiz, eryiz 

ez present time (tense marker – suffix) 
 

 
I read, I run me ridez, me rãnez 

ez present time (perfect marker – prefix) 
 

 
I have read the book. Me ezridoz buk. 

gã beginning 
 

 
He started to go. Il gãgoz. 

 
All begin listening. Al gãluz. 

ib to be able to do something (active characteristic - prefix) 
 

to be able to see ibsiz 
 

He was able to swim / he could swim. Il ibswemoz. 
 

Can you come tomorrow? K yu ibhegiz uzde. 

ib to be able to be ... -ible, -able (passive characteristic - suffix) 
 

The book is readable. Buk ridibez. 
 

The river is swimmable. Riv bez swemiba. 

iba able to be (passive characteristic) (adjective/adverb) 
 

a swimmable river riv swemiba 
 

She is lovable. El bez loviba. 
 

The book is readable Buk bez ridiba. 

i continuous form/plural 
 

 
car, two cars kãr, du kãri 

 
I was running. Me rãnioz. 

iz Infinitive verb (infinitive marker, suffix) 
 

run, to run / running rãn, rãniz 

kø to cause, make happen (active) 
 

 
You have made me a very happy man. Yu ezkøbuoz me peil em hapa. 

le let, permission, allowing 
 

 
Let him sing. leuz il soniz. 

 
Let's go to my house Leguz mi u xo meva. 

nes necessity, inevitableness, must   
 

I must go tomorrow. Me nesguz uzde. 

nid requirement, need, lack   
 

I will need to see him. Me nidsuz il. 
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I need to go to the shops. 

(e.g. I have no food in the house) 

Me nidgez u xopi. 

no negation, no, not, don’t (Note -this is different to none, not any) 
 

I am not the (that) man. Me nobez ca peil. 
 

I did not speak to you. Me nopoz u yu. 
 

Don’t do that. Noduz ca/ce. 

nu newness, just started to 
 

 
to run, he has just started to run rãniz, il nurãnez 

op contrariety, opposite 
 

 
My old friend is very young. Fren opnua meva bez em ajeta. 

oz priority, former time (past tense marker, suffix) 
 

I ran, I saw me rãnoz, me soz 
 

ex-wife (former wife) oznupel 

pel compelled to do/be forced to 
 

 
I must go tomorrow (or I’ll be shot!) me adpelguz uzde.  Note that this 

normally requires an ‘ad’ in front of it. 
pøs possibility 

 

 
We might go tomorrow. Mi pøsguz uzde. 

ri repetition 
 

 
I shall go again tomorrow. Me riguz uzde. 

røt had better, ought to, should 
 

 
We ought to pay the money. Mi røtpamiz kax. 

ta Transientness, briefness 
 

 
look, to glance riz, tariz 

ub be about to 
 

 
he was about to finish Il ubfinoz. 

un reverse of 
 

 
lock, unlock lokiz, unlokiz 

uz Posterity, following time (future tense marker, suffix) 
 

I will run, I will see Me rãnuz, me suz 
 

wife, fiancée nupel, uznupel 

wix desire, wish, want, would like 
 

 
I’d like a kilo of apples please Ãk, me wixez an kilgram pomi. 

 
I wish to go tomorrow Me wixguz uzde. 

wøf worthiness, worth doing (passive characteristic - suffix) 
 

love, loving, loveable (=worth loving) lov, lova, wøfloviz / wøflova 
 

eat, worth eating it, wøfitiz / wøfita 

xat dispersal/separation 
 

 
to fall, to fall to pieces føliz, xatføliz 

Top 

 

7.13 Requirements and Obligations - Ought, Should, Must, Need, Best to, etc 
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English provides a large number of words to indicate a ‘requirement’ to do something.  Unfortunately, the words 

used often no longer relate to their original meanings due to cultural changes over the years.  This may make it 

more difficult to translate the meaning intended. 

 

As can be seen from the examples below, any of the ‘Requirement’ phrases may be used with any of the activity 

examples.  Some of the combinations (e.g. ‘I must go to the shops’ or ‘I have to go to the shops’ instead of ‘I need 

to go to the shops’) indicate a probable exaggeration rather than a precise use of the words (i.e. it is unlikely that 

anyone is holding a gun to your head or that peoples’ lives will depend on it!) 

In keeping with the Algilez approach of saying what you mean, the following uses of ‘Requirement’ words are 

recommended.  Examples are also given in ‘Common Verb affixes’ above. 

 

Any of the ‘Example expressions’ can be linked to any of the ‘Things to be done’.  However, it would be expected 

that the more serious the issue, the stronger the requirement.  

‘Requirement’ 
Example 

expressions 
Things to be done Algilez Meaning Roget 

to be forced, 
compelled 

You must } repay the money (ad)pel 
compulsion, force, enforce, 
shall 

940a 

Yu adpeluz unsiviz kax. 
Very strong, e.g. 
external pressure, 
duty etc 

I must ... 
I have to ... 
I have a duty to 

} join my regiment 
} repay the money  

dut duty, obligation, ought to 917a 

Me dutjonuz miltag meva.  Me dutunsivuz kax. 
The ‘right’ thing to 
do, morally or for 
the best result 

I ought to ... 
I should ... 
Best if I ... 

} phone my mother 
(to keep her happy) 

røt had better, ought to, should 913a 

Me røtfonuz pãrel meva. 

Note -past tense 
use of ‘ought’ does 
not require ‘az’ 

I ought to have 
... 
I should have... 

} phoned my mother 
} phoned this 
morning 
(She’ll be annoyed) 

røt 
ought to have done, should 
have done – but didn’t 913a 

Me røtfonoz pãrel meva. 
Me røtfonoz ezmøn. 

A necessity I must... 
} go to the pharmacy 
} have the money 
(I’ll starve without it) 

nes 
necessity, inevitableness, 
must 

596a 

Me nesguz u medxop.  Me nesvuz kax. 
To fulfil a need, a 
lack of something 

I need to ... 
} go to the shops 
(I have no milk) 

nid requirement, need, lack 627a 

Me nidguz u xopi. 
 

7.14 Wishes and intentions – Wish, want, intend to, etc 

A similar situation exists with regard to words relating to wish or intention - 

‘Wish/Intention’ 
Example 

expressions 
Things to be done Algilez Meaning Roget 

A personal wish or 
desire  

I want to ... 
} eat chocolate 
} have a cigarette 

wix 
desire, wish, want, would 
like 

859a 

Note - Here the word ‘wish’ is used in the sense of ‘would like’ or ‘want’, not for a hypothetical wish as in ‘I 

wish it was Friday’, in which case use azwix – see last example 

Me wixitez cok.  Me wixsegez. 
A decision or 
resolve  

I will ... } give up smoking wol 
will, decision, shall, plan, 
intention 

595a 

Me wolsesuz tobiz. 

An intention I shall } go to the park (uz) future tense 124a 
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Me guz u pãk. 

An ability in others She ought 
} to understand 
} to be able to do that 

adris 
to reason, deduct, conclude 

(don’t use ‘røt’ in this case) 
913a 

El adrisstenez. 
El adrisibdiz ca / El adrisez ibdiz ceef. 

A hypothetical wish I wish ... 
} it was Friday 
} that I was rich 

azwix 
wishing for things that never 
were or could not be 

913a 

Me azwixaz de bez Defre. 
Me azwixez ca me bez rica. 

 

7.15 Phrasal Verbs 

Phrasal verbs are particularly common in English.  In their simplest form they can be verbs and adverbs of 

movement expressing a literal meaning (e.g. go up, sit down).  In other forms they can be idiosyncratic phrases 

that bear little relation to the literal meaning of the words used (e.g. let down = disappoint/betray).  In addition, a 

phrasal verb may be used to express a complex meaning that otherwise would require a much longer phrase or 

sentence (e.g.  see out/show out = take a departing visitor to the front door). 

 

Algilez normally uses a two-part compound word to replace English phrasal verbs where required.  As in English, 

the simplest forms are literal (e.g. go up / rise = upgiz).  For the more complex phrases, the Algilez version uses 

more appropriate root words but with the same meaning as the English phrase (e.g. see out/show out = olid – 

literally 'lead/guide away'). 

Examples: from10.2 -Travel & Movement 

go forwards fasgiz to go giz 

go backwards, reverse bakgiz to go to, towards ugiz / giz u 

go to the front/back giz ufron/ urir to go from, away ogiz / giz o 

travel in front/back frongiz/ rirgiz to go back, return ungiz 

go up/ascend upgiz to come hegiz 

go down/descend dungiz to come to hegiz u 

arrive ebuiz to come from hegiz o 

go away, depart ogiz to come back he ungiz 

go in ingiz away odir 

inwards/outwards indir/osdir towards udir 

7.16 Causative Verbs 

Causative verbs are when the subject of the sentence causes (or allows) the object of the sentence to do 

something or to happen.  They are similar to passive verbs, since someone else will carry out the action that is 

going to be caused. 

a) The doorman let John enter the nightclub Dørãr leoz Jon ingiz nitklub. 

b) Tom will get his brother to wash the car Tom køuz sibil ilva woxiz kãr. 

c) Tom will get the car washed by his brother Tom køuz kãr adwoxiz sibil ilva. 

d) Tom will get the car washed by his brother Tom køwoxuz kãr ad sibil ilva. 

The causative verb (bold italic above) can be in any tense.  In a) & b) the direct object of the sentence (John, his 

brother) then carries out the action.  In c) & d) the use of ‘ad’ allows the direct and indirect objects to be swapped.  

This can also be used to say that you ‘had something done’.   
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• I had my chimneys swept 

(I caused sweeping (of) my chimneys) 

Me køoz smukpipi meva 
adbrosiz. 
Me købrosoz smukpipi meva. 

• I had my hair cut Me køkutoz her meva. 

In some cases, particularly when the object is passive, it may be simpler to use a double verb (as in 7.5 above) 

• Tom will get the car washed by tomorrow 

(Tom will cause-to-be washed the car, by tomorrow 

Tom køwoxuz kãr evø uzde. 

• I must get my hair cut Me neskøkutuz hedher meva. 

However, don’t end up with a compound verb that might 

be too long.  It may be preferable to split the verb into 

two. 

Me neskøuz kutiz hedher meva. or 
Me neskøuz hedher meva adkutiz. 

 

7.17 Aspect 

(The idea for this section comes from the Journal of Planned Languages, 1996 by Richard Harrison) 

 

Aspect represents the manner or way in which an action is done (compared with tense, which shows when an 

action is done).  Normally in Algilez, the 'aspect' part of the word is affixed to the main verb.  This then becomes a 

compound word which is 'verbalised' by adding a normal tense ending.  Where the aspect affix is itself a compound 

word, the resulting verb is sometimes rather long and inelegant.  In this case it is better to then modify the verb with 

an 'aspectural' adverb. 

For example, the word 'ub' means 'to be about to ...', hence: 

• I am running Me rãnez (me rãniez). 

• I am about to run Me ubrãnez. 

'duret' means a short period of time 

• We talked Mi poz. 

• We talked briefly Mi duretpoz (mi poz dureta). 

7.18 Affixes related to Aspect  - 

Almost - For an action that is done 'almost' in intensity or degree umet, umix 

to burn, to smoulder bøniz, umetbøniz (umixbønoz) 

Alternation - For an action that is done alternately one way and then another ricãj 

he painted alternate colours Il ricãjpãtoz koli. 

Attenuative - For an action that is done in a small or minor way ot or et 

The water trickled. Wøt floetoz. 

Becoming (transitory) - For an action that is transitory from another 

condition to the new one 

bu 

The child was waking.  He stood up. 

(The child was awake.  He stood/ was standing.) 

 
 

Ju buwekioz.  Il bustanoz. 
Ju boz weka / Ju wekoz. 
il stanoz/stanioz. 

Cessative - This relates to the ending of a situation ses 

He gave up his chair to the lady. Il sesvoz cer ilva u peel 

He is losing his strength. Il sesviez xen ilva 

Completive - For an action that indicates total completion of an activity fin 
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Eat up all of your cabbage. Finituz brasik yuva. 

Conditional Hypothetical– For actions which are/were not possible, not 

done or are just hypothetical. This marker is deliberately formed to be similar 

the tense markers. 

az 

If I were rich, I would live abroad. If me azbiz rica me azxiz 
bosnax. 

if infinitive tenses are used, the marker can replace the infinitive marker If me baz rica me xaz bosnax. 

Delimitative - For a situation which only lasts a brief period duret 

We talked briefly. Mi duretpoz (mi poz dureta). 

Devolutive - For an action that is done decreasingly in intensity or degree tu 

The car decreased in speed. Kãr tuveloz. 

Evolutive - For an action that is done increasingly in intensity or degree mu 

The sound increased in volume. Son muludoz. 

Experiential - For something which is experienced pir 

Have you ever eaten horse meat? K yu piritoz flex ekwisa. 

Frequentative - For an action that is done frequently omfe 

He jumped frequently. Il omfelipoz (il lipoz omfea). 

Generic - For an action or state that is generic i (iz) 

Bears like honey. Ursisi lãkiz hun. 

Habitual – Accustomed to do, usually done ak 

I used to get up each morning at 7am. Me akunbedoz ic møn e sev 
ur. 

Habitual – Accustomed to do, usually done i(z) 

The Sphinx stands by the Nile (permanently). Sfinks biz nir Nãil 

Mr Smith is standing by the Nile (temporarily). Ilpe Smiq stanez nir Nãil. 

I got up mornings at 7am. Me unbedoz møni e sev ur. 

Inceptive – Beginning of a situation or event gã 

to have, to begin to have (to acquire) viz, gãviz (tiz) 

to know, to begin to know (to learn) niz, gãniz (lãn) 

Inchoative - This relates to the beginning of a state, becoming bu 

I'd like the apples that are turning red (the 'reddening' apples) Me wixez pomi bureda. 

Incompletive – For an action that is only partially completed at 

He ate some of his cabbage. Il atitoz brasik ilva. 

Intensive - For an action that is done in an 'intensive' or 'extreme' way em or om 

The water gushed. Wøt floemoz. 

Intentional - For an action that is done intentionally da 

He deliberately trod on the bee. Il datredoz on apis. 

Irregulative - For an action that is done irregularly opreg 

He jumped irregularly. Il opreglipoz (il lipoz 
oprega). 

Iterative - For an action that is done repeatedly riom 

He jumped repeatedly. Il riomlipoz (il lipoz rioma). 

Midative – For an action that is in the middle of being done mid 

I am in the middle of having a bath (of bathing). Me midbãfiez. 
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Moderative - For an action that is done in the 'normal' way normal verb 

The water flowed. Wøt flooz. 

Non-completive - For an action that is not completed nofin 

He didn't finish eating his cabbage. Il nofinitoz brasik ilva. 

Pausative - To indicate a temporary cessation of an action lãl 

I paused eating lunch. Me lãlitoz demil. 

Perdurative - For a situation that lasts longer than expected durem 

We talked for ages. Mi durempoz (mi poz 
durema). 

Perfect (Retrospective) oz-, ez-, uz- 

1. Yesterday, John read a book. Ozde, Jon ridoz buk. 

2. Yesterday evening, John had read the book. Oziv, Jon vøridoz buk. 

3. Today, John has read the book. Ezde, Jon ezridoz buk. 

4. Tomorrow morning, John will read another book. Uzmøn, Jon riduz buk difa. 

5. Tomorrow evening, John will have read the other book. Uziv, Jon vøriduz buk difa. 

Note:  Verb endings refer to when the action takes place (past, present, future).  Verb prefixes are relative to 

that time.  Hence the prefixes 'vø' (before/previously) and 'ãv' (after) can be thought of moving the event 

forwards or backwards from the time referred to.  Similarly, 'ez' (now, presently), when used as a prefix, means 

that the event (even if it is in the past or future) also is connected with the present time. 

In example 5, the reading will take place sometime in the future (tomorrow morning) but at the time referred to 

(tomorrow evening, hence suffix 'uz’), the reading will have previously been done, hence prefix 'vø’. 

(Perfect/Retrospective, strictly speaking, refers to something that was completed in the past. Here we have 

included similar ‘relative time’ prefixes under the same heading for simplicity, including things that will have 

been completed at some time in the future etc.).  See also Section 9, Tenses. 

Prospective – to be about to do something ub 

I ran, (I was running). Me rãnoz (me rãnioz). 

I was about to run. Me ubrãnoz. 

Protractive - For a situation that lasts an excessively long time durmom 

The speech went on forever! (excessively) Poem durmomoz (duroz 
moma). 

Punctual (Instantaneousness) – for transientness, briefness ta 

He shone the light. Il britoz lam. 

He flashed the light. Il tabritoz lam. 

Regulative - For an action that is done regularly reg 

He jumped regularly. Il reglipoz (il lipoz rega). 

Resumptive – for the resumption of previously paused activity rãs 

I resumed eating lunch. Me rãsitioz demil. 

Semelfactive - For an action that is normally repetitive but done only once anfe 

The bird flapped its wings once. Avis anfewavoz weni olva. 

Sequential - For an action that is done sequentially ãvex 

He jumped from one stone to another. Il ãvexlipoz stoni. 

Simulfactive - For a normally time-consuming action that is done all at once teat 
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The magic carpet instantly carried him to Baghdad. Kãp meja teattikoz il u 
Baghdad. 

Stative – (See 7.7 and 8.5) Relating to the state or condition of a person or 

thing.  Stative is not part of Aspect but it is included here in order to 

compare it with the other Aspect affixes 

Stative conditions can be expressed by the verb ‘to be’ and an adverb: 

Biz ... a 

She was tall.  He is unwell El boz tulema.  Il bez sika. 

Stative can also be expressed by a compound verb which incorporates ‘to 

be’ - 

...bez 

It is hot. Hitembez. 

She is beautiful.  He will be tall.  He was unwell El belbez.  Il tulembuz.  Il sikboz. 

Superfective - For a situation which continues beyond its natural ending point momex 

He continued growing (he grew and grew). Il momexgrooz. 
(il grooz momexa). 

Unintentional - For an action that is done unintentionally opda / opten 

He accidentally trod on the bee. Il opdatredoz on apis. 

 

7.19 The verb ‘to be/exist’ (biz, boz, bez, buz) 

The verb ‘to be/exist/is’ (biz, boz, bez, buz) is the text equivalent of ‘equals =’.  This is the only case where the 

subject and object of a sentence can be swapped without any change of meaning, e.g. 

• He is my son = my son is him Il bez cuil meva= cuil meva bez il 

This is clearly quite different to other verbs where such a change results in a completely different meaning, e.g. 

• I saw the dog ≠ the dog saw me Me soz kanis ≠ Kanis soz me 

 

Top  
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8. Adverbs 

8.1 Formation of adverbs 

Adverbs are those words which modify a verb by giving additional information about the manner, place, time, 

frequency etc in which the action was done. 

Normal adverbs - Similar to adjectives, these adverbs are formed by adding suffix 'a' to the descriptive word 

following the verb they are describing. 

Sentence adverbs - Algilez allows some flexibility in the position of adverbs for emphasis or ‘poetical’ reasons.  

Similar to English, some adverbs can be moved to the beginning of the sentence – see below. 

Modifier (Degree) - These are words which modify adverbs, they are not considered adverbs themselves.  E.g. In 

the sentence ‘He ran very fast’, then ‘ran’ is the verb, ‘fast’ is the adverb (which describes how he ran) and ‘very’ is 

the modifier which gives more information about the adverb. 

8.2 Manner, place, time, frequency (some of these may also be treated as prepositions.  See Section 11) 

• She acted bravely. El doz brava. 

• He ran fast. il rãnoz velema. 

• They swam well. Uli swemoz guda. 

• She climbed above the window. El klimoz bãva wid. 

• He ran behind the table. il rãnoz rira tab. 

• They swam below the boat. Uli swemoz onda but. 

• She travels frequently. El goiz omfea. 

• He goes swimming rarely. il swemiz otfea. 

• They play football occasionally. Uli futbøliz sãfea. 

8.3 Sentence adverbs 

Algilez allows some flexibility in the position of adverbs for reasons of emphasis or other poetical/literary reasons.  

Adverbs can be placed either in the normal position, following the verb or at the beginning of the sentence, 

provided that the verb modified is first within the sentence.  As usual, so long as the context is clear and there is no 

ambiguity, this is fine.  (Placing the adverb in any other position might cause it to be mistaken for an adjective). 

Note that in the examples below, the adverbs in English come in a variety of positions. 

• He luckily found his keys. il fãnoz gudcãna lokøri ilva. 

• *Luckily, he found his keys. Gudcãna, il fãnoz lokøri ilva. 

• (Luckily, Lucky Jim found his lucky keys). (Gudcãna, Jim Gudcãna fãnoz lokøri gudcãna ilva). 

• They play football occasionally. Uli futbøliz sãfea. 

• *Occasionally they play football. Sãfea uli futbøliz. 

• I suddenly saw something strange. Me soz sãda sãef seja. 

• *Suddenly I saw something strange. Sãda, me soz sãef seja. 

8.4 Degree 

Degree words modify adjectives or other adverbs.  They normally precede them and do not require the ‘a’ suffix. 

• He ran very fast. Il rãnoz em velema. 

• She was almost ready. El boz altu prepa. 
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8.5 Stative – This refers to the state or condition of a person or thing 

In English, Stative verbs can refer to emotions (he liked, she worried) mental perception (they looked worried, the 

flower smelt nice) or relationships etc, not always to physical actions.  In Algilez these verbs (to like, to look etc) are 

treated the same as ‘action’ verbs, with whatever tense endings are appropriate. 

Also, ‘Stative’ information can relate to the static or passive state or condition of a person or thing.  Generally, this 

is best expressed by the verb ‘to be’ (biz) followed by an adverb (instead of using a verb, which would imply action 

of some kind) e.g. - 

• He was tall. Il boz tulema. 

• She is hot. El bez hitema. 

• The child is loving. Cu bez loviza. 

• The child is loveable. Cu bez loviba. 

(The child loves.  The child is loved.) (Cu lovez.  Cu adlovez.) 

• The horse is rideable. Ekwis bez troliba. 

• They were sat (i.e. they were sitting). Uli boz sita. 

They sat down (became seated). (Uli busitoz). 

The verb form always implies action.  The Stative form, using an adverb, always implies a state or condition. 

In English, some states or conditions are clearly inactive - e.g. to be hot, tall, young etc.   

In Algilez some situations can use both forms.  The verbal form is usually more compact - e.g. 

• He was sitting in the room 

 (He sat in the room) 

Il boz sitiza in rum. 

Il sitioz in rum. 

• She is thinking of her boyfriend 

 (She thinks of her boyfriend) 

El bez føtiza ab frenil elva. 

El føtiez ab frenil elva. 

8.6 Multiple adverbs and adverbial phrases 

In complex sentences there may be a lot of information contained in adverbial and adjectival phrases  e.g.: 

Yesterday morning, he arrived at the town hall, very suddenly, with his friends, dressed in black, in a taxi. 

The only ambiguity in the above sentence concerns the adjectival phrase ‘dressed in black’ since we don’t know if 

applies to him, his friends or to all of them.  Assuming it was just his friends dressed in black, the Algilex translation 

would be: 

• 1. Yesterday morning, Ozde møn, 

• 2. he arrived very suddenly, il ebuoz emsãda, 

• 3. at the town hall, e vilfis, 

• 4. with his friends, dressed in black vek freni blakwera ilva, 

• 5. in a taxi ay (yiz) kab. 

(If it was him wearing black, Phrase 2 would be ‘il blakwera ebuoz emsãda’. 

‘Very suddenly’ is the only phrase that needs to be moved, in order to follow the verb ‘arrived’.  All of the other 

phrases could be arranged in any order.  However, following the normal Algilez practice of giving information in a 

logical order, with the most important given first, the following order is recommended - 

• subject and verb il ebuoz emsãda Phrase 2 – he arrived very suddenly 

• when ozde møn Phrase 1 – yesterday morning 

• where e vilfis Phrase 3 – at the town hall 

• how ay (yiz) kab Phrase 5 – in a taxi 
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• additional information vek freni blakwera ilva Phrase 4 – with his friends, dressed in black 

Hence the Algilez version contains the same information, but reordered (and in fewer words, 13 instead of 19) - 

Il ebuoz emsãda, ozde møn, e vilfis, ay kab, vek freni blakwera ilva. 

Yesterday morning, he arrived at the town hall, very suddenly, with his friends, dressed in black, in a taxi. 

8.7 Passive case for adverbs 

It is possible for adverbs to be changed to the passive case in exactly the same way as verbs by putting ‘ad’ as a 

prefix.  However the conventional passive form of the verb gives the same meaning and is usually more compact: 

• He was pleasing to talk to. Piz u il boz plesa. 

• He was pleased with the results. Il boz adplesa ab øki. 

• He was pleased with the results. Il adplesoz øki. 

8.8 Adverbial participles 

This form is common in English and a similar form can be used in Algilez: 

• Wanting to see him, I waited at the door 

(I, wanting to see him, waited at the 

door) 

Me, wixsiz il, watoz bes dør. 

• Walking quickly, he arrived on time 

(He, walking quickly, arrived on time) 
Il, wøkiz velema, ebuoz etea. 

The main difference is that Algilez still puts the subject first.  Although the format is unconventional (with an 

infinitive form following the subject, but before the main verb), this is acceptable provided there is no ambiguity. 

 

An alternative is to re-word the sentence to make it more conventional e.g.: 

• Wanting to see him, I waited at the door 

(Because I wanted to see him, I waited at the 

door) 

Re me wixsiz il, me watoz bes dør. 

• Walking quickly, he arrived on time  

(Because he walked quickly, he arrived on time) 
Re il wøkoz velema, il ebuoz etea. 

This form is not so compact but may be clearer in some cases. 

8.9 Negating adverbs 

• It’s working but not properly. Ol davez kwa nopropa. 

• It doesn’t work properly. Ol nodavez propa. 

Note -In the first example, the adverb ‘propa’ is separated from the verb ‘davez’ by ‘kwa no...’. 

 

 

Top 
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9. Tenses 

9.1 General Rules 

Tenses are formed with the root word and the suffixes 'oz', 'ez' & 'uz' (past, present and future), incorporating 'i' for 

continuous (ioz, iez, iuz), 'iz' for infinitive.  The affix 'az' which is used for hypothetical (conditional) is covered in 

Section 10. 

The time markers ‘oz’, ‘ez’ & ‘uz’ can also be used as prefixes to nouns and verbs. and have the meaning 

'Past/Previous/Ex', ‘Present’ and 'Future/Intended'. 

• Wife, ex-wife (i.e. past wife, was-wife) nupel, oznupel 

• Fiancée/betrothed (i.e. future wife, will-be 

wife) 

uznupel 

For verbs, the time markers ‘vø' (before), ‘ãv’ (after) can be used as prefixes for the Perfect/Intended tenses e.g.: 

• I ran, I had run me rãnoz, me vørãnoz 

• I will run, I will have run me rãnuz, me vørãnuz 

• I will be going to run me ãvrãnuz 

9.2 Table of Tenses (Note -*** =verb) 

    Infinitive ***iz Continuous ***ioz, ***iez, 
***iuz 

 
    

                    

Past 
 

Past 
 

Present Present 
 

Future 
 

Future 

Simple Continuous Simple Continuous Simple Continuous 

***oz 
 

***ioz 
 

***ez ***iez 
 

***uz 
 

***iuz 

was 
 

(was doing) 
 

is is doing 
 

will be 
 

(will be doing) 

me rãnoz 
 

me rãnioz 
 

me rãnez me rãniez 
 

me rãnuz 
 

me rãniuz 

I ran 
 

I was running 
 

I run I am running 
 

I will run 
 

I will be running 
          

Completed in 
the past 

 
Intended in the 

past 

 
Past & up to now Past & present 

 
Completed in 

the future 

 
Intended in the 

future 

Past 
Completed 

 
Past 

Intentional 

 
Present 

Completed 
Past & Present 

Continuous 

 
Future 

Completed 

 
Future 

Intentional 

vø***oz 
 

ãv***oz 
 

ez***oz ez***ioz 
 

vø***uz 
 

ãv***uz 

had been 
 

was going to 
 

have done have been 
 

will have been 
 

will be going to 

me vørãnoz 
 

me ãvrãnoz 
 

me ezrãnoz me ezrãnioz 
 

me vørãnuz 
 

me ãvrãnuz 

I had run 
 

I was going to 
run 

 
I have run  I have been 

running 

 
I will have run 

 
I will be going to 

run   
or, 

I would run 

 
Present Intentional 

(planned now, for action in future) 

    

    
me ezrãnuz 

    

    
I am going to run 

    

The tense marker (which is always at the end of the word) gives the actual time of the action e.g. ***oz (past), 

***ez (present) & ***uz (future). 

9.3 The perfect/intentional marker 

The perfect/intentional marker (at the beginning of the word) gives the additional information about something that 

was either completed or intended at that particular time. 
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Hence: 

me ãvrãnoz means that, in the past, something was intended to happen later (I was going to run). 

me vørãnoz means that, in the past, something had been done already (I had run). 

me ãvrãnuz means that, in the future, there is an intention to do something later (I will be going to run). 

me vørãnuz means that, in the future, something will have been done previously (I will have run). 

Also ‘ten’ (intended) can be used to indicate an intention to do something in the past present or future. 

e.g. me tenrãnoz; me tenrãnez; me tenrãnuz.  This enables a range of different meanings to be expressed. 

9.4 Note also that the basic meanings of 'o', 'e' 'u' & 'i' remain the same e.g.: 

o- Always means 'from/away from/out of’ a place, person or time. Previous time/the past 

e- Means 'at’ the place/ location or time. Present time 

u- Always means 'to/towards/into' a place, person or time. Following time/future 

i- For nouns means plurality and for verbs, continuation of the action Continuous 

9.5 Past Tenses - Simple, Completed, Intended & Continuous 

-oz Past Simple (Perfective)   

  I was.  I ran. Me boz.  Me rãnoz. 

-ioz Past Simple Continuous (Imperfective)   

  I was running. Me rãnioz. 

vø***oz Past Perfect (Algilez – Past Completed)  

  It had been.  You had run Ol vøboz.  Yu vørãnoz. 

vø***ioz Past Perfect Continuous (Algilez – Past Completed Continuous)   

  They had been running. Li vørãnioz. 

ãv***oz Past Intentional.  Note ‘ten’ (intention) can also be used as a prefix  

  He was going to run. Il ãvrãnoz.  Il tenrãnoz. 

ãv***ioz Past Intentional Continuous   

  We were going to be running Mi ãvrãnioz.  Mi tenrãnioz. 

9.6 Present Tenses - Simple & Continuous 

-ez Present Simple   

  I am.  I like oranges. Me bez.  Me lãkez ranji. 

  It rains.  it is raining. Wev rinez.  Wev riniez. 

The 'it' referred to above is 'the weather'.  I.e. 'The weather is raining'. 

-iez Present Simple Continuous   

  I am waiting (I wait). Me watiez, me watez. 

  Are you coming? K yu hegez (k yu ovekez). 

  He is being educated. Il adbiez ticema / il adticemez. 

English language speakers usually use the present continuous tense (I am watching television) instead of the 

present simple tense (I watch television).  For present tense use, both forms are grammatically correct but in 

Algilez the simple form (which is common in other languages) is preferred.  The present continuous form is usually 

not required unless the continuity of the action needs to be made clear.  See also Section 9.10 below 

ez***oz Present Perfect – Algilez Present Completed (a past action that still 

has present implications)  
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  My parents have arrived. Pãri meva ezebuoz. 

  I have run. Me ezrãnoz. 

This form can also be used for emphasis e.g. 'I have finished' – 'Me ezfinoz'.  (A form that uses ‘ez***ez‘ would 

not make much sense - unless you need to shout at someone? – ME EZRIEZ TEV!) 

Note however, that the English language use of Present Perfect Progressive (Algilez Past & Present Ongoing) can 

often be expressed without ambiguity by use of the Present Simple and the appropriate preposition e.g. 
 

It has been raining since Monday. Wev ezrinioz eãv Deman. 
Wev rinez eãv Deman. 

9.7 Future Tenses - Simple, Completed, Intended & Continuous 

-uz Future Simple   

  I will be.  I will run. Me buz.  Me rãnuz. 

  I will become famous. Me buuz fema. 

-iuz Future Simple Continuous   

  They will be running. Uli rãniuz. 

ez***uz Present Intentional (used when you wish to emphasise that something due in the 

future is already planned and agreed now). 
 

What are you doing this evening? K ef yu ezduz eziv. 
 

I’m having dinner with Jill and John. Me ezivmiluz vek Jɪl we Jon. 

vø***uz Future Perfect (Algilez Future Completed)  

  The door will have been closed. Dør vøadxutuz. 

  he will have been educated. Il vøadbuz ticema / il vøadticemuz. 

vø***iuz Future Perfect Continuous (Algilez Future Completed Continuous) 

  They will have been running. Uli vørãniuz. 

ãv***uz Future Intentional.   Note ‘ten’ (intention) can also be used as a prefix   

  They will be going to be. Eli ãvbuz.  Eli tenbuz. 

  he will be going to run. Il ãvrãnuz.  Il tenrãnuz. 

ãv***iuz Future Intentional Continuous   

  They will be going to be running. Ili ãvrãniuz.  Ili tenrãniuz. 

9.8 Implications of using different nouns and pronouns with the future tense 

If you were to say ‘I will shut the window’ (Me xutuz wid), it implies your intention to do something. 

If you said ‘She/You will shut the window’ (El/Yu xutuz wid), then this is more of an indication or predicition of 

what will happen in the future (i.e. what someone else will do). 

If you said just ‘Shut the window’ (Xutuz wid) then this is an imperative (i.e. a command or order) to the person 

that you are speaking to. 

9.9 See also Time Prepositions in Section 11 for further examples 

9.10 Use of continuous/ongoing tenses, ‘Interrupted Action’. 

In English, the past and future continuous is generally used to talk about what happened or will happen during an 

ongoing action e.g. ‘I was going to school when I saw the car.’ etc. and Algilez uses the same form.  The present 

continuous is often used in English instead of the simple present, Algilez generally uses the simple present (in 

common with many other languages). 

Top  
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10. Conditional & Hypothetical 

10.1 General use of conditional and hypothetical 

In Algilez, if the action is possible and realistic then normal tenses are used with 'If ...' (Algilez, Conditional 

Possible).  E.g. if this happens, then that will happen.  In English, other words might be used instead of ‘if’ e.g. if 

only, provided that, providing, unless, etc. 

 

For actions which are not or were not possible, not done or are just hypothetical then the conditional marker 'az' is 

used. (Algilez, Conditional Hypothetical).  This marker can be used to replace a normal tense marker, as a suffix at 

the end of the verb.  Alternatively, it can be used in the same way the Perfect Tense markers, preceding the verb.  

This enables ordinary tenses to be used and thus put the event into the past, present or future. 

Generally, where the expression 'would' is used in English (in the sense 'I would have done this' or 'I would do that') 

then 'az' is used in Algilez. 

 

Some statements which might be a little ambiguous in English must therefore become either Algilez Conditional 

Possible or Algilez Conditional Hypothetical, depending on how realistic they are! 

10.2 Algilez Condition Possible 

Things that are realistic or possible. 

Covering statements of Cause & Effect, Action & Result and General Truths (English - Zero Conditional), 

generally present/infinitive tenses 

If you heat water to 100 degrees, it boils. If yu hitiz wøt u sen temat sels, ol biliz. (Conditional Possible) 

  

Statements of real possibility (English - First Conditional) 

If it rains tomorrow, I won't go. If wev rinuz uzde, me noguz. (Conditional Possible) 

If he caught the 9am train, he’ll be there by now. If il trinoz e 9 ur, il bez la ezte. (Conditional Possible) 

  

Future/Infinitive Conditional – These tend to be unlikely events (English - Second Conditional) but may still be 

possible. 

If I become rich, I will live abroad (Future) If me buz rica me xuz osnaxa (Conditional Possible) 

10.3 Algilez Condition hypothetical 

Events etc that are impossible or never happened.  Sometimes using ‘I wish that ...’.  Where the wish occurs in 

the past, present or future and this needs to be emphasised, then ‘az’ is used as a prefix.  Otherwise, if it is a 

‘general wish’, then ‘az’ can be substituted for the tense marker. 

  

Past tense - Talking about actions in the past that might have happened but didn't 

If it had rained (but it did not rain) 

I would not have gone (but I did go). 

If wev azrinoz me aznogoz. (Algilez, Conditional Hypothetical). 

In this case, both parts of the sentence are hypothetical. 

I would not have gone (but I did go) if I 

had known (but I did not know) that she 

was going to be there. 

Me aznogoz if me aznoz ca el ãvboz la. (Algilez, Conditional 

Hypothetical).  In this case the last part of the sentence is actual, not 

hypothetical, hence normal tenses are used 
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Present tense (If things were different, then).  Use ‘az’ as prefix or it can be substituted instead of ‘ez’ 

or ‘iz’ 

If I were you, I would not go. If me azbez yu, me aznoguz. (Algilez, Conditional Hypothetical). 

If me baz yu, me nogaz. 

I wish it was Friday Me azwixez de bez Defre. / Me wixaz ol bez Defre. 

Note - want, desire, wish for/that, like, prefer = wix, wish (hypothetical want) = azwix 

Future tense - Talking about hypothetical actions in the future  

If I were to become King, I would stop it 

raining 

If me azbuuz rulil, me azsesuz ol riniz. (Algilez, Conditional 

Hypothetical).  [The ‘it’ referred to is the weather] 

If I were King, I would stop it raining If me buaz rulil, me sesaz ol riniz. (Algilez, Conditional 

Hypothetical).  [The ‘it’ referred to is the weather] 

If I became rich, I would stop it raining. If me buuz rica, me azsesuz ol riniz. (Conditional Hypothetical). 

Here the first part of the sentence is realistic and the second part 

hypothetical. 

Infinitive tense – general wishes about highly unlikely or impossible situations 

If I were rich, I would live abroad. If me azbiz rica me azxiz bosnaxa. (Conditional Hypothetical). 

This one is probably highly unlikely.  The only difference between 

this example and the similar one in the Conditional Possible table 

above is how realistic the speaker considers the statement to be and 

hence whether to use ‘az’ or not. 

 

Top 
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11. Prepositions & Conjunctions 

11.1 General Prepositions 

In Algilez, most root words can be used as different parts of speech (e.g. as nouns, verbs, adjectives, adverbs, 

prepositions etc) depending on their position in the sentence and the affixes used. 

A 'vøwod' (preceding word - preposition) informs about the time, place, direction, reason etc. of something.  They 

are normally followed by a 'ãvefwod' (following noun) (Preposition Object in English). 

If the following noun has already been mentioned, then it can be omitted the second time (as in English), e.g. 

 Did he go over or under the bridge?  He went under. K il goz bãv rø ond brij.  Il goz ond. 

There are many different prepositions. E.g. 

 The man was on the bridge. Peil boz on brij. 

 She taught him about London. El ticoz il ab London. 

 A car is not as big as a bus. Kãr nobez amsãzem kom bus. 

Sometimes the 'ãvefwod' might include adjectives: - 

 A car is not as big as a red bus. Kãr nobez amsãzem kom bus reda. 

Sometimes the 'ãvefwod' might be a phrase instead of a single word. 

 She stopped because she was cold. el sesoz re el boz koda. 

 

Here are some examples of root words used both as prepositions (Pr) and other parts of speech. 

ab about, regarding, concerning, relating to [see also ‘ba’] 

  She taught him about London. El ticoz il ab London. (Pr) 
 

That is the house I told you about. 

(That is the house about which I told you.) 

Ce bez hus abxa me coz u yu. 
(abxa is the modified relative pronoun xa) 

ad action done by object following preposition. Can also be a prefix to the verb [see also ‘da’] 
 

A book by Dickens. Buk ad Dikenz. (Pr) 
 

written by Dickens øfoz ad Dikenz (Pr), adøfoz Dikenz 

am same as, as, like (see also 'am .... kom') [Opp -dif] 

  It is not a city like London. Ol nobez vilem am London. (Pr) 

am ... av same ... as .... (see also 'am') [Opp -dif] 

  Her hair is the same colour as her mother’s. Hedher elva bez am kol av pãrel elva. 
(Pr) 

am ... kom as .... compared with (see also 'am') [Opp -dif] 

  It is not as big as London. Ol nobez am sãzem kom London. (Pr) 

avxa of whom, whose (see also 'ca') - general pronoun for relative clauses. 

  The woman whose bag was on the table. Peel avxa bag boz on tab. 

ay by, by means of, using, with, utilising, applying – [‘yiz’ is an alternative] 

  go by train, cut with knife giz ay trin, kutiz ay kutør (Pr) 

  She covered the table with a cloth. El kuvoz tab ay klof. (Pr) 

ba [regarding, about, concerning, relating to – adjectival suffix alternative to ‘ab’] 

  It was a book about Tom. Ol boz buk Tomba / Ol boz buk ab 
Tom (Pr)) 
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ce that, on that [see also 'xe'] 

  I did not see that book. Me nosoz ce buk. 

da (done by – adjectival suffix alternative to ‘ad’) 
 

 
A book by Dickens. Buk Dikenzda / Buk ad Dikenz. (Pr)) 

e at [see also 'o' & 'u'] 

  he will come at three o'clock. Il heguz e tri ur (axfav ur). (Pr) 
 

I was at school yesterday. Me boz e skul ozde. (Pr) 

gin against 
 

  He pushed against the door. Il puxoz gin dør. (Pr) (Il ginpuxoz dør.)  

ginre in spite of, despite.  See also ‘kwa’ (but) [Opp -re] 

  She continued despite being cold. El tioz ginre biz koda. (Pr) 

if if, if only, provided that [Opp -opif] conditional 

  If it rains, I won't go. If wev rinuz me noguz. 

  I will go provided that it doesn't rain. Me guz if wev norinuz. 

je of, quantity of 
 

  Two of those. Du je cei. 

  A glass of beer, mouthful of water glis je bir, mof je wøt 

kom compared with, than, as, same as 
 

  A car is not as big as a bus. Kãr nobez amsãzem kom bus. (Pr) 

  I love you more than John. Me lovez yu mukom Jon. (Pr) 

  (more than I love John)   

  I love you more than John. Me lovmuez yu kom Jon. (Pr) 

  (more than John loves you)   

kwa but, however, though (see also ‘ginre’) [Opp -re] 

  She likes animals but not cats. El lãkez nimi kwa no filisi. (Pr) 

no ... wuno neither   nor – generally used as a verb affix (see also ‘rø ... rø ')  

  It will neither rain nor snow. Ol norinuz wunosnouz. 

o- from, off   

  to arrive from Germany ebuiz o Doiclant (Pr) 

  to fall off the table føliz o tab (Pr) 

  the money stolen from him kax stoloz o il (Pr) 

opif unless [Opp -if] conditional 

  I will go unless it rains. Me guz opif ol rinuz. 

pø for the purpose of, for, in order to, to (do something), intended for, objective 

  I haven't time to eat Me novez te pø itiz. (Pr) 

  I'm going to the shop to buy meat. Me guz u xop pø utridiz flex. (Pr) 

re reason why, because, owing to, for [Opp -zare or kwa] 

  She stopped because she was cold. El sesoz re el boz koda. (Pr) 

rø or   

  If it rains or snows, I won't go. if wev rinuz rø snouz me noguz. 

røan ... rø either   or (see also 'no ... no')   
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  It will either rain or snow. Wev røan rinuz rø snouz. 

søb substitution, instead of   

  He went to London instead of Paris. Il goz u London søb Pari. (Pr) 

  Instead of walking, he ran. Søb wøkoz, il rãnoz. (Pr) 

u to, towards, for (direction, place, time, person, thing etc)  

  to travel from London to Paris goiz o London u Pari (Pr) 

vek with, accompanied by   

  She arrived with two friends. El ebuoz vek du freni. (Pr) 

wu besides, as well as, too, additionally   

  He visited me besides visiting you. Il visoz me wu visoz yu. (Pr) 

  Mary too, will see John tomorrow Merri wua suz Jon uzde. 

zamua only, singular, alone, (not more than) 
 

  I eat only eggs on Sunday mornings. Me itez egi zamua Dedømi møna. 

zarel whatever, whoever, regardless of [Opp -rel] conditional 

  I shall go whatever the weather is (will be) Me guz zarel wevuz. 

  Let him wait, whoever he is Køuz il watiz, zarel il bez. 

 

11.2 Place.  Those words with (Pr) can also be used directly as prepositions. 

above bãv (Pr) (at) the front of fas (Pr) perimeter rim (Pr) 

across ros (Pr) far fã place as 

along lon (Pr) from o- (Pr) position pox 

around (outside) rim (Pr) further (than) fãmu kom (Pr) right, right of ret 

around (go) sãk (iz) here he side, side of sed 

at e (Pr) In front of fron (Pr) south sud 

back, back of bak (Pr) in, inside in (Pr) surface sur 

before fron (Pr) into uin (Pr) that ce 

behind rir (Pr) left, to left of lef (Pr) that side of cesed (Pr) 

below/beneath ond (Pr) location, place asøk there la 

beside/by bes (Pr) near, about nir (Pr) this xe 

between int (Pr) next, next to  bes (Pr) this side of xesed (Pr) 

beyond fãmu (Pr) north nør through kør (Pr) 

(at the) bottom bom (Pr) off of otop (Pr) to u- (Pr) 

by bes (Pr) on on (Pr) top, on top top (Pr) 

close to nir (Pr) on to utop (Pr) traverse, cross ros (Pr) 

direction dir opposite op / opsed 
(Pr) 

underside ondsed 
(Pr) 

down dun (Pr) out of oin (Pr) underneath ond (Pr) 

east ist outside os (Pr) up up (Pr) 

edge ej over bãv (Pr) west wes 

circle sãk pass pãs yonder ceas 
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Note - ‘The North’ ‘nør‘ is a place, ‘nøra’ is a direction.  Hence, He went to the North is ‘il goz u nør’. He went 

north (northwards) is ‘il goz nøra’. 

Similarly, He went in front/before ‘il goz frona’, He went to the front, ‘il goz u fron’. He stood in front of the 

table, ‘il stanoz fron tab’. 

 

11.3 Travel & Movement 

go forwards fasgiz leave, departure sepgiz 

go backwards, reverse bakgiz to go giz 

go to the front/back giz u fron/ u rir to go to, towards ugiz 

travel in front/back frongiz/ rirgiz to go from, away ogiz 

go up/ascend upgiz to go back, return ungiz 

go down/descend dungiz to come hegiz 

arrive ebuiz to come to hegiz u 

go away ogiz to come from hegiz o 

go in ingiz to come back he ungiz 

go outside osgiz away odir 

inwards/outwards indir/osdir towards udir 

go again, return again rigiz 
  

11.4 Measurement (note that adjectives & adverbs will still require the ‘a’ ending) 

height, high, low het, hetem, hetet speed/velocity. fast, slow vel, velem, velet 

tallness, tall, short tul, tulem, tulet temperature, high, low tem, temem, temet 

width, wide, narrow wif, wifem, wifet viscosity (liquid), thick, thin visk, viskem, visket 

length, long, short len, lenem, lenet diameter, large, small dom, domem, domet 

thickness, thick, thin fik, fikem, fiket weight, heavy, light wit, witem, witet 

11.5 Relative Position 

higher (than) hetmu further (than) fãmu 

highest hetum furthest fãum 

lower hettu nearer nirmu 
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lowest hetut nearest nirum 

Note -For simple comparisons ‘Everest hetmuez Snowdon’ (Everest is higher 

than Snowdon) is satisfactory instead of ‘Everest bez hetmua kom Snowdon’. 

 

Basic uses of ‘o’, ‘u’, ‘e’ & in: 

o- Always means 'from' a place, person or time. 

u- Always means 'to' a place, person or time. 

e- Means 'at’ the place/ location or time. 

in Means 'inside' and is applicable to rooms, houses, containers etc. 

It can also be used for families, clubs etc.  However, do not use for 'in the 

park' or 'in the garden' - use 'e pãk, e gad' 

11.6 Examples 

• He went from the kitchen into the bedroom. Il goz o kukrum uin bedrum. 

• She will go out of the house to the garden. El osguz hus u gãd. 

• at the office, at home e fis, e xo 

• They arrived in Spain. Uli ebuoz e Espanya. 

With prepositions relating to position, then the markers o, e, u can be added as a prefix. 

• The box is on top of the table. Us bez etop tab. 

• Put it in the box on the table. Asuz ol in us on tab. 

• The cat sat in front of the table. Filis sitoz fron tab. 

• The cat jumped onto the table. Filis lipoz utop (uon) tab. 

• The cat jumped on the table. Filis lipoz etop tab. 

• The cat jumped off the table. Filis lipoz otop tab. 

• The mouse ran under the bed. Mus rãnoz uond bed. 

• The mouse is running under the bed. Mus rãnez ond bed. 

• The mouse ran from under the bed. Mus rãnoz oond bed. 

• Where are you going (to)?  K as yu ugez. 

• I am going (to) there. Me ugez la. 

• He drank from a glass. Il ikoz o gles. 

11.7 Use of at, on, in etc (e, on, in) 

English has evolved to use words such as ‘on’ or ‘in’ in ways which are not literal.  E.g. we might say in English, 

‘someone is on the train’ when we mean they are ‘in’ the train, not on its roof.  Algilez is more literal hence: - 

on (on) use only when something or someone is actually on a surface or on top of something. 

in (in) use only when something or someone is actually inside something.  This can apply to being inside 

containers, rooms, buildings, vehicles, rivers, seas, tunnels etc.  It can also apply to being in a group 

or company.  Not in a garden or a country. 

at (e) use when something or someone is at at place, e.g. at a town, country etc. 

• at the river (walking by it) e riv 

• (in the river (swimming in it) in riv) 
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• (on the river (on a boat) on riv) 

• at the mountain (walking by it) e montem 

• (in the mountain (in a tunnel in it) in montem) 

• (on the mountain (climbing on it) on montem) 

11.8 Time 

early 
in time/ on 

time 
late 

 always, eternal, 
forever, permanent 

sometime, ever never 

vøete (a) ete (a) ãvete (a)  alte (a) sãte zate 
       

earlier, before 
ago previous last 

now, 
presently,  

later, after 
 

a short while 
during, in, while, 

for, within 
a long while 

vøa / vøca ezte / eztea ãva / ãvca  duret dur durem 
     

before the time, 
past, ago 

at 
after the time, 

following 
 

second minute hour 

vøte / vøxete e ãvte  sek men uro 
       

last week this week next week  week month year 

ozwik ezwik uzwik  wik mon yir 
       

previous week current week following week  frequently, often sometimes never 

wik vøa wik eza wik ãva  omfe sãfe zafe 
       

yesterday today tomorrow  soon, shortly still becoming 

ozde ezde uzde  ubtea amvøa butea 
       

past, then, ago present, now future time  from at to, till, until 

ozte ezte uzte  o e u /ute 
       

then, that time as soon as as long as  just, recently by (e.g. by 5am) since 

cete amte amdur  nute (a) evø eãv 
       

when? (time) frequency time, a while  date o’clock on Monday 

K ur fe te  dat ur Deman 
       

temporary last, endure yet 
 

any time same time 
another, 

different time 

tadur duriz yet  ente amte difte 
 

Note:  In He will go soon, soon is an adverb and describes when he will carry out the action ‘il guz ubtea’.  In He 

will go tomorrow, tomorrow is treated in Algilez like a pronoun for a weekday, hence ‘il guz uzde’. 

Use 'dur' during/within that time) for actions etc which occurred during a particular time period or occasion.  Use 'u' 

(until) for actions/events which will continue until a certain time.  Use 'evø' (by) for an action which will happen on or 

before a time in the future (including relative future).  For a period of time, just quote the time. 

11.9 Examples 

• He has been waiting for two hours. Il watiez du uro. 

• He has been waiting since two o'clock. Il watiez eãv axfør ur. 

• She has been here four weeks since June. El bez he før wiki eãv monsis. 

• They have been living in Paris for five years. Uli xez e Pari fav yir. 

• He will leave before you come back. Il sepguz vø yu riheguz. 
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• After working for two hours he slept. Ãv wãkiz du uro, il slipoz. 

• He finished in (before/within) an hour. Il finoz evø an uro. 

• Did she arrive at the weekend? K el ebuoz e wikfin. 

• It rained in the night. Wev rinoz dur nit. 

• She worked until midnight. El wãkoz u midnit. 

• Will you have finished by Friday? K yu finuz evø Defre. 

• We saw him twice in the last three hours. Mi soz dufea il dur tri uro vøa. 

• Once upon a time there was a king. Ozte boz rulil. 

• I saw him two years ago. Me soz il du yir vøxete. 

• In two hours, I shall be in London. Ãv du uro me buz e London. 

• I have dinner after I do my homework. 

(I do my homework first, then have dinner) 

Me ivmiliz ãva me xostudiz. 

• I have dinner.  After(wards), I do my 

homework. 

(I have dinner first then do my homework) 

Me ivmiliz.  Ãvca me xostudiz. 

• I have dinner before I do my homework. 

(I have dinner, then I do my homework) 

Me ivmiliz vøa me xostudiz. 

• I have dinner.  Before (that), I do my 

homework. 

(I do my homework first, then have dinner) 

Me ivmiliz.  Vøca me xostudiz. 

• I went to the park after I ate dinner. 

  (dinner 1st, park 2nd) 

Me goz u pãk ãva me itoz ivmil. 

• I went to the park, before I ate dinner. 

  (dinner 1st, park 2nd) 

Me goz u pãk, vøca me itoz ivmil. 

• I went to the park before I ate dinner. 

  (park 1st, dinner 2nd) 

Me goz u pãk vøa me itoz ivmil. 

• I went to the park.  After, I ate dinner. 

  (park 1st, dinner 2nd) 

Me goz u pãk.  Ãvca me itoz ivmil. 

• I went to the meeting. 

• I went to the next (following) meeting). 

• I went next (then, after) to the meeting. 

Me goz u mit. 
Me goz u mit ãva. 
Me goz ãvca u mit. 

11.10 Frequency (occasion) 

Use suffix 'fe'.  See also 12.2. 

never rarely, seldom occasionally sometimes often, frequently usually always 

zafe utfe otfe sãfe omfe umfe alfe 
       

first time once second time twice third time thrice last (final) time 

fe ana anfe fe dua dufe(i) fe tria trife(i) fe fina 
       

debut previous time last (previous) time this time next time future time again 

feana fe vøa vøfe ezfe ãvfe fe uza wufe 
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11.11 Translating the English Word 'of' 

The word 'of' is used for a variety of different meanings in English.  Algilez is more precise and the translation of 

each meaning requires a different word. 

...a adjectival/adverbial suffix   
 

My kind of town. Vilse meva. 
 

Type of house. Seag husa. 
 

Sort/kinds of cheese. Sei cisa. 

ab about, concerning, regarding   
 

Other kinds of transport. 

(tik = transport, se = sort, kind) 

Dif sei ab tiki. 

Tikisei difa. 
 

My kind of town. Se meva ab vil. 

Vilse meva. 
 

Two examples of questions. Du zãm ab koi. 

Du ko-zãmi 
 

Different way of doing things. Hu difa ab diz efi. 

  ownership of the car 

= (ownership regarding the car) 

Ãn ab kãr (ãn kãrba). 

av  

(see also va) 

possessive, ownership, passive state, 

association with 

 

  This is the car of Tom (this is Tom's car). 

Note also: 

Xe bez kãr av Tom. 

Xe bez kãr Tomva. 

  Happiness of Tom. Hap av Tom / hap 

Tomva. 

je quantities, amounts (can be combined with previous word if 

required) 

 

  cup of tea kep je cã 

  armful of books ãmje buki 
 

herd of deer agje servidis 

ad action done by Object 
 

  The shouting of John (upset his parents). 

= the shouting done by John 

Xatiz ad Jon. 

= Xatiz Jonda. 

  That arrest of Tom (helped his promotion) 

= the arrest done by Tom 

Ce røs ad Tom. 

= Ce røs Tomda. 

da action done by others to Object   

  That arrest of Tom (was unjustified) 

= the arrest done to Tom 

Ce røs da Tom 

Note that in the above case, ‘ad’ in front of a noun can be reversed to ‘da’ at the end of 

the noun and provide the same meaning.  This is similar to the use of ‘av’ and ‘va’.  

However, ‘da’ in front of a noun is not reversed to ‘ad’ after the noun (too confusing!). 

o from, out of 
 

  One of those.  Six of his. An o cei.  Sis o ilva. 
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Each of my children. Ic o cui meva. 

 
Which of those records? K ef o ce reki. 

 

Also note: 

None! action done by Object 
 

  Shouting of 'John!' (caused 4 Johns to come) Xatiz ‘Jon’ 

Top  
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12. Numbers and mathematical symbols 

12.1 Numbers (Cardinal Numbers) Numbers precede nouns. 

       0     1      2     3     4     5      6      7     8     9     10     11       15      18  

      za   an    du    tri   før   fav   sis   sev   ok   nin    ax   axan   axfav   axok  

    20     30      70      90     100    32       78        123           567         1,040         3,129  

  duax   triax   sevax   ninax   sen   triax   sevax   sen duax    fav sen      kil        tri kil sen 

                                                 du       ok         tri        sisax sev     førax       duax nin  

             1,000,000                    0.125                           109 (one billion) 

               meg            za, jot an du fav          kilmeg, axomnin 

12.2 Very large and very small numbers (e.g. billions, trillions, thousandths, millionths etc) 

Algilez uses the SI international convention for such numbers (1,000=kil, 1,000,000=meg, 1/1,000=mili, 

1/1,000,000=mikro), although ‘kilat’ (1/1,000) and ‘megat’ (1/1,000,000) can also be used for normal fractions.  

For one thousand million (109), use ‘kilmeg’ or ‘axomnin’ instead of billion.  Larger numbers are inconsistently 

named in world use, so best to use axomaxdu (1012, trillion), axomaxfav (1015) etc which are almost as quick to say 

but much more precise. 

12.3 Collective, Fraction, Multiples etc 

Number 
 

one 1 an two 2 du three 3 tri twenty-four 24 duax før 
Frequency ...fe once anfe twice dufe thrice trife twenty-four times duax før fe 
Occasions fe... first time feana 2nd time fedua last time 

(previous) 
fevøa last time 

(final) 
fefina 

Collective o single ano double duo trio trio a twenty-four duax føro 
Order 
(place) 

pas first 
1st 

pas 
ana 

second 
2nd 

pas 
dua 

third 
3rd 

pas 
tria 

twenty fourth 
24th 

pas duax 
føra  

or, 1st ana 2nd dua 3rd tria twenty fourth 24th duax føra 
Note also 

 
    no place pas za last place pas fina 

Fraction at whole 
(one) 

an half 
1/2 

duat third 
1/3 

triat a twenty fourth 
1/24 

duax førat 

Multiple om times 1 
x 1 

anom times 2 
x 2 

duom times 3 
x 3 

triom times twenty-
four x 24 

duax førom 

Grouping ag in ones anag in twos duag in threes triag in twenty fours duax førag 
Noun 

(being) 
bo The First 

I 
anbo The Second 

II 
dubo The Third 

III 
tribo The Twenty 

fourth XXIV 
duax førbo 

percent senat 1% an 
senat 

2% du 
senat 

3% tri 
senat 

24% duax før 
senat 

12.4 Mathematical Symbols 

 Algilez Description (verb endings are not required for these) 

* om Symbol for multiply (times x or *). 

/ at Symbol for divide (divided by, ÷ or /). 

- lu Symbol for subtract (minus -). 

+ wu Symbol for addition (plus +). 

= ek Symbol for equals (=) 

. jot Symbol for decimal point 

6 * 2 / 3 = 4   Sis om du at tri ek før  (6 x 2 ÷ 3 = 4). 

5 – 1 + 9 = 13  Fav luiz an wuiz nin ekiz axtri (5 – 1 + 9 = 13) 

Top  
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13. Interrogatives/Questions/Queries 

13.1 General Rules K = Ke (query) 

In Algilez ‘Questions’ are considered to be queries.  These should not be confused with ‘requests’, which is when 

something is asked for.  All questions start with the symbol 'K' pronounced ke (as in kettle), which serves as an 

initial question word and also as a question mark (?/¿), denoting the sentence following as a question.  As in 

English, the first letter of a sentence is in upper case. 

(Requests sentences start with the word ‘Ãk’ (Please).  See Section 14, Requests and Orders.) 

In English the matter being enquired about may follow words such as what, when, where etc.  In Algilez these 

question words are formed by 'k' plus a noun.  Since ‘k’ and ‘ke’ have the same meaning and pronunciation, it is 

not necessary to spell the full word ‘Ke’ or ‘ke’. 

Many abstract root words can follow ‘K’ and form the beginning to a logical question e.g. K pras ce bez (How 

much is that?), K ur il goz (What time did he go?) etc.  With some other root words (particularly non-abstract 

nouns) a logical question is not possible e.g. ‘K hus ce bez’ does not mean ‘What house is that?’ or ‘Is that a 

house?’.  It just means ‘Query house that is’ which is very ambiguous! 

13.2 Main Question Words 

• Query / Does .../ Is it that ...? K ... 

• Who (what person)? K pe 

• Whose (what person's)? K avpe 

• What (what thing)? K ef 

• Which (what sort/kind of)? K se 

• Where (what place)? K as 

• How (which way, what method)? K hu 

• Why (for what reason)? K re 

• When (which day/date)? K te 

• When (at what time/hour)? K ur 

• How much (what quantity of)? K je 

• Is there/are there ... K bez (= question, exists ...?) 

• How was ... (the film etc) K ex boz / K exez (muv) * 

• How is ... (your mother etc) K stit bez / K stitez (pãrel 
yuva) * 

*  Note -In some cases, ‘biz/boz/bez/buz’ can be omitted and the verb ending applied 

directly to ‘ex’ and ‘stit’. 

• Eh? / Isn’t it? (tag question) K / K no 

13.3 Examples (remember K=Ke) 

With the verb ‘to be/exist’ (biz, boz, bez, buz), the subject and object are equivalent and can be swapped with no 

change of meaning.  This allows some scope to format questions in different ways.  See Section 7.19 above.  

However the general format with the verb at the end is recommended. 
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K as Where (what place)?   

• Where do you live? I live there. K as yu xez.  Me xez la. 

• Where are you going? K as yu ugez. 

K avpe Whose (what person's)?   

• Whose is that book? K avpe ce buk bez. 

• Mary's Av Merri (Merriva) 

K ef What (what thing)?   

• What is that? K ef ce bez. 

• That is a table Ce bez tab. 

K ex How was – the quality of something (e.g. good, bad, interesting etc.) 

• How was the film? K ex muv boz. / K exoz muv. 

• What was the weather like? K ex wev boz. / K exoz wev. 

K hu How (which way, what method)?   

• How did he arrive? K hu il ebuoz. 

Note:   In English the word ‘how’ is often used with other meanings, e.g. - 

How much? how long? (meaning what price, quantity etc) 

How is it that ...? (meaning why) 

How are you? (meaning ‘Are you well?’) etc. 

K je How much (what quantity)?   

• How much do I owe? K je me detez. 

• How much paper do you want? K je pap yu wixez. 

K (ke) Tag question - Yes? /Isn’t it?   

• It’s cold, isn’t it? Ol bez koda, k. 

K pe Who (what person)?   

• Who was there? K pe boz la. 

• Who is the father of this boy? K pe bez pãril ab xe juil. 

• Do you know who that is? K yu nez pe ce bez. 

Note - K pe is used only for the question.  For the use of words such as what, why, when, who, 

where etc within a sentence, then ‘K’ is not used.  Use just pe, as, re etc 

K re Why (for what reason)?   

• Why did he write a letter? K re il øfoz let. 

• Why did you do that? K re yu doz ca. (not ‘ol’) 

• Do you know why? K yu nez re. 

K se Which (what sort/kind of)? – Generally used if there is a choice.  

• Which (what sort of) houses are 

those? 
K se husi bez cei. 

• What sort/kind of book is he reading? K se buk il ridez. 

Note:   

• Which/what book is he reading? K ef buk il ridez. 

• Is he reading a book? K il ridez buk. 

K stit How is (what state/condition)?  To know the condition of a thing or person. 
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• How is your mother? K stit bez pãrel yuva. (K stitez pãrel 
yuva). 

• How is he? K stit il bez / K stitez il 

• How was he? K stit il boz. / K stitoz il. 

k te When (what day/month/year etc)?   

• When did he arrive? K te il ebuoz. 

(He arrived in June. Il ebuoz e monsis.) 

k ur When (what clock time)?   

• What time did he arrive? K ur il ebuoz 

(He arrived at 6pm. Il ebuoz e axok ur.) 

13.4 Understanding the variations of meaning of different questions 

Slight changes of words or word order will give variations of meaning e.g. - 

• What is it? K ef ol bez. 

• Is it a book? K ol bez buk (K + statement) 

• What book is it? K ef buk ol bez 

• What is a book? K ef bez buk 

• Does it exist? K ol bez 

• What sort/kind of book is it? K se buk ol bez 

• What sort/kind of book? K se buk 

• Does the book exist? = Is there a book? K buk bez = K bez buk 

Note that the following forms are either not grammatically correct or ambiguous. 

K buk. This simply means ‘Query book’. 

It does not mean ‘What book?’ use ‘K ef buk. 

K buk yu lãkez. This means ‘Query book you like’. 

It does not mean ‘What book do you like?’ use K ef buk yu 

lãkez. 

13.5 Other Common Question Forms 

For questions which can be answered by Yes/No, then use a positive statement preceded by 'K'. 

• Has it got a park? K ol vez pãk. 

or, Is it 'parked' K ol bez pãka. 

• Is it six o’clock? (18.00 hours)  K bez axok ur. = K axok ur 
bez. 

• Shall we dance? K mi dansuz. 

• Is there ... / Are there ...  K bez (= question, exists ... ?) 

• Is there a park K bez pãk. / K pãk bez. 

13.6 Alternative Question Forms 

In some case the matter being enquired about may vary depending upon the position of the word in the sentence.  

Best to put the query word immediately after 'K'.  The word order is important to avoid confusion. Eg - 

• What beer do you like?  (eg what sort/kind) K se bir yu lãkez 
K se bir adlãkez yu 

• Do you like beer? K yu lãkez bir 
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• Do you like beer? K adlãkez yu, bir 

• Who told him? K pe coz u il 

• Who did he tell?   K pe il coz u 

• Who was told by him? K pe adcoz u il 

Alternatively, the question word may be repeated in front of the specific word being inquired about.  If the context is 

quite clear then the initial 'k' may be omitted e.g.: 

• You like what beer?  (eg what sort/kind) Yu lãkez k se bir. 

 

For spoken questions, as in English, the emphasis may be on one particular word eg: 

• Do you like beer? K yu lãkez bir. 

• Do you like beer? K yu lãkez bir. 

• Do you like beer? K yu lãkez bir. 

13.7 Interrogative Verb Forms 

Many European languages use a reversal of the normal subject-verb order to denote a question e.g.: 

Normal Query 

That is a car. Is that a car? 

Peter is here. Is Peter here? 

This reversal is acceptable in Algilez, provided that  

• the question still begins with ‘K’ 

• the passive affix ‘ad’ is included where appropriate: 
 

Normal Question Reversed Order 

• What beer do you like? K se bir yu lãkez. K se bir adlãkez yu. 
(What sort/kind of beer is liked by you?) 

• What (thing) did they 

eat? 

K ef uli itoz. K ef aditoz uli. 
(What was eaten by them?) 

• Did they eat? K ili itoz. K aditoz ili. 
(same meaning – Did they eat?) 

Failure to add the passive affix ‘ad’ would result in some grammatically correct but rather odd questions - 

K se bir lãkez yu. • What sort/kind of beer likes you? 

K ef itoz uli. • What (thing) ate them? 

13.8 ‘To ask if /whether or not ...’ 

This is a common question form in English, with the word ‘if’ being used sometimes instead of ‘whether’ or ‘whether 

or not’ (i.e. differently to a conditional).  In Algilez this does not form a question but is instead treated as a 

statement or reported speech.  Therefore, use the verb ‘to ask/query’ (kiz) followed by ‘ca’ (that) e.g.: 

• He asked if/whether he could stay. il koz ca il adlesteuz. 

• Ask her if/whether she likes dancing. Kuz el ca el lãkdansiz. 

• I want to ask if you have any jobs. Me wixkuz ca yu vez en jobi. 

13.9 Tag questions 

Again, this is a common question form in English, with a question following a statement.  The format is usually 

either a positive question following a negative statement or a negative question following a positive statement.  
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Since the whole purpose of the sentence is to pose a question about a subject, there are a variety of different 

Algilez ways of doing it, e.g.: 

• It’s not raining, is it? Ol norinez, k. 

• It’s raining, isn’t it Ol rinez, k no. 

• Nothing happened, did it Zaef hãpoz, k. 

• It worked, didn’t it Ol davoz, k no. 

Where ‘it’ is translated as ‘ol’, this is a pronoun referring to a specific (but possibly unmentioned) subject, in the first 

two examples, ‘the weather’.  In other cases, it might be the time, the temperature, the height, the car etc. 

Note - The above examples show Algilez translations of colloquial English language expressions.  However, none 

of them are recommended!  It is usually quicker (and more compact) to ask a simple positive question -  

• Is it raining? K wev rinez. 

• Did anything happen? (What happened?) K enef hãpoz.  (K ef hãpoz). 

• Did it work? K ol davoz. 

13.10 Shortcut questions – beware of missing out a question word after ‘K’ 

It is possible to use a shortened version of the question if the context is clear. 

• How old are you? K aj yuva. (K ef aj yuva bez. / K je yu ajez.) 

• What height (tallness) is he? K tul ilva. (K ef tul ilva bez. / K je il tulez.) 

• What is the weight of the parcel? K wit paka. (K ef wit paka bez. / K je pak witez.) 

• What size do you take in shoes? K xusãz yuva. (K ef xusãz yuva bez. / K je yu xusãzez.) 

• How are you? (You are well?) K yu bez gudhefa. 

• How much is it on the balcony? K pras e dek upa.  (K je bez pras e dek upa.) 

However, beware of missing the initial question word after the ‘K’ since this can result in an ambiguous question if 

the context is not totally clear - ‘K’ just means ‘question’ or ‘query’, it does not mean ‘what’.  Hence ‘K pras e dek 

upa’ (query price on balcony) instead of ‘K je bez pras e dek upa.‘ (How much/what is the price for the balcony) 

will be OK but other forms may not be. 

• What channel are you watching? K can yu rez.  This question might mean ‘What channel?’ ‘Whose 

channel?’  ‘Are you watching a channel?’ etc. 

The correct question is - K ef can yu rez 

• What is that? K bez ce.  This question might mean ‘Does that exist?’ or ‘Is there?’  

The correct question is: - K ef bez ce 

13.11 Intermediate question words – what, where, who etc in the middle of sentences 

Another common form in English is where words such as ‘what. where, who’ etc are included in sentences but are 

not necessarily part of a question e.g. 

I expect you know who that is 

I’d like to know where she went 

I wonder what that was 

In these cases, it is acceptable just to use the second part of the question word, i.e. pe, as, ef etc without the 

preceding ‘K’.   

• I expect (that) you know who (the person) that 

is 

Me fez (ca) yu nez pe ce bez. 
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• I’d like to know where (the place) (that) she 

went 

Me lãknez as (xa) el goz. 

• I wonder what (thing) that was Me kidføtez ef ce boz. 

The ‘xa / ca’ is correct grammatically but if the context is clear then its omission is not a problem.  (The omission of 

the word ‘that’ in English is very common, without any confusion). 

Top 
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14. Requests and Orders (Imperatives/Instructions)                    

Please and Thank you 

14.1 Questions, requests & orders – what are the differences. 

Sometimes questions, requests and orders can appear to be similar in English.  The differences can be more in the 

tone of voice than the words.  An order might be worded in a polite form, making it look like a request.  A request 

might be worded as a question.  In Algilez the difference is in the words, not the tone.  Normally the different forms 

will look like this - 

Question (Query) – asking for information etc, beginning with ‘K’ (note K = Ke) 

• Can you tell me the time? K yu ibcuz u me ur. / K yu ibcuz ur u me. 

• Will you call back tomorrow? 

(i.e. Are you going to phone tomorrow?) 

K yu rifonuz uzde. 

Request – a polite form, usually asking for action, beginning with Ãk (please/request) 

• Please can you tell me the time Ãk cuz u me ur. (Here the action is to say something) 

• Please phone back tomorrow Ãk, rifonuz uzde. 

Order (Imperative) – an instruction for action, using future tense. 

• Tell me the time! Cuz u me ur. 

• Call back tomorrow! Rifonuz uzde. 

• Open the door! Pemuz dør. 

Suggestions for action, often using ‘le’ (let/allow) with future tense and ‘mi’ or ‘wi’ 

• Let’s go swimming Leuz mi swemiz. / Leswemuz mi (mi swemuz). 

• Let’s sell the car Leuz mi otridiz kãr. / Leotriduz mi kãr (mi otriduz 
kãr). 

14.2 Requests 

Normally you would ask a question if you are unsure if the person you are speaking to can help you or not. 

E.g. to a person in the street you might ask the question - 

• Do you know where the nearest bus stop 

is? 

K yu nez sesas busa niruma. 

However, when the person you are speaking to is clearly capable of dealing with the issue, then a request is more 

appropriate.  A request will normally contain the word ‘Please’ (‘Ãk’), usually at the beginning of the sentence e.g.  

• Please speak more slowly Ãk puz veleta. 

• A single ticket for Nantes, please. Ãk.  Tok angoa u Nont. 

Putting ‘Ãk’ (please) in a sentence will turn a statement into a polite request e.g.: 

• I will look at the watch. Me ruz kloket. 

• Please may I have a look at the watch. Ãk me ruz kloket. 

The question form would be 

• May I have a look at the watch K me adleuz riz kloket. 

14.3 Orders (Imperatives/Instructions) 

An order (imperative/instruction) is normally the future simple tense form of the verb.  Since orders are usually 

given directly to the person or persons being spoken to, ‘yu’ or ‘yi’ are generally omitted. 
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• Take off your hats. Unhatuz. 

• Come here. Heguz. 

• Call back tomorrow! Rifonuz uzde. 

As always in Algilez, sentences can be shortened if the context is clear.  Hence the single word ‘Unhatuz’, for 

example, can be used to mean both an order and a statement. 

• You mustn’t wear hats in here!  Take off your 

hats! 

Yu dutnoweriz hati in he!  Unhatuz! 

• What are they going to do? K ef ili duz. 

•  (They are going to) Take off their hats (Uli) Unhatuz. 

14.4 Suggestions for action, using ‘le’ (let, allow) plus present or future tense followed by ‘wi’ or ‘mi’ 

Putting ‘le’ in front of the verb is the equivalent of the English phrase ‘Let’s ...’ etc’.  You are most likely to use ‘wi’ 

or ‘mi’ with this form. 

• Let’s dance Ledansuz wi. 

• Let’s go to the cinema Leguz mi u muvas. 

14.5 Thank you, You’re welcome etc 

• Thank you, thanks, many thanks Tanki, om tanki 

• That’s OK.  It’s a pleasure Sata.  Plesa (Ol boz plesa) 

• You’re welcome.  Don’t mention it Sata 

 

Top 
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15. Negatives and Opposites 

15.1 Negation – no and not 

Words such as no, not, do not and don’t etc are translated by ‘no’ in Algilez.  ‘No’ will precede any word that it is 

negating and is used as a prefix to verbs and sometimes to adverbs, nouns, adjectives and prepositions. 

Note - this is different to ‘za’ which means zero quantity / nil / not any of, etc (see 15.2 below) 

• He’s not at home but at work Il nobez exo kwa e wãk. 

• He doesn’t work Il nowãkiz. 

• Don’t go home! Noxouz. 

‘no‘ can be used to negate whatever words follow, e.g.  

• Ask the vicar, not his wife Kuz lijãr, no nupel ilva. 

• No Smoking. No Parking (Don’t smoke, Don’t Park) No tobiz.  No kãrsteiz. 

• Come early but not before six Heguz gãmøn kwa no vø sis ur. 

• It’s working but not properly Ol davez kwa nopropa. 

Note above -The adverb ‘propa’ is separated from the verb ‘davez’ by ‘kwa no...’. 

15.2 Other forms of negation and opposites 

There are a variety of forms of negation and opposites which may be used in English.  Here are some of the main 

ones - 

bak backwards, reverse – generally used as a verb affix 
 

• regression, reversing, going backwards bakgiz 

er erroneous action or use – generally used as a verb affix 
 

• He misused the machine and it broke down. Il eryoz xin we ol sesocoz. 

op contrariety, opposite, - generally used as an affix 
 

• The structure is unstable. Bud bez opsteda. 
 

• My old friend. Fren opnua meva. 

uc inappropriate action or use – generally used as a verb affix 
 

• He misused his position for personal gain. Il ucyoz job ilva pø gen supea. 

un reverse of, undoing an action   
 

• I unlocked the door. Me unlokoz dør.  
• used, disused (unused) yiza, unyiza, (opyiza) 

 
• They demolished the house. Ili unbudoz hus. 

za nil, none of, not any of, zero – generally used with nouns 

Beware that the English translation may still use ‘no/not’. 
 

• defence, defenceless def, zadefa 
 

• No-one wants to come. Zape wixez hegiz (wixhegez). 
 

• No aeroplane is 100% safe. Za flitxin bez sen senat safa. 
 

• I’ve never seen a whale. Me zate ezsoz setasis. 
 

• I have no bread. Me vez za bred. 
 

• (I do not have bread). Me novez bred. 
 

• He never works. Il zate wãkiz / Il wãkiz zatea. 
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• He’s never at home Il biz zatea exo 

zos except, exclusion, exception, but, leave, apart from – generally used as a preposition 
 

• I can come any time except Sunday. Me ibheguz ente zos Dedøm. 

15.3 Using two negatives in a sentence 

It is possible to use two negatives in a sentence.  However, be careful that the second negative doesn’t 

unintentionally negate the first, resulting in confusion! 

Note that ‘no’ is the negative.  ‘za’ means ‘none’, which is not the same. 

• I saw someone. Me soz sãpe. 

• We didn’t see anyone. Mi nosoz enpe. 

• I saw no-one. me soz zape. 

• You didn’t see no-one!  You saw Tom. Yu nosoz zape.  Yu soz Tom. 

• I’ve never seen a whale me zate ezsoz setasis 

• I’ve never seen no whales. 

(Every time I’ve gone to the bay, I saw whales). 

me zate ezsoz zasetasis. 

(Alfe me goz u bav me soz setasisi). 

15.4 Answers to negative questions 

English uses a rather illogical approach to answering negative question.  Hence ‘Is he coming?’ would be 

answered ‘Yes’ if he is, and ‘No’ if he isn’t.  However, ‘Isn’t he coming?’ would also be answered ‘Yes’ or ‘No’, just 

as if a positive question had been asked!  Algilez, similar to other languages, does not use this method and 

requires that the answer is an appropriate one depending if the question is positive or negative. 

• Do you like peas? 

• Yes.  (I do) 

• No.  (I don’t) 

K yu lãkez pisumi. 

Ye.  (Me lãkez). 

No.  (Me nolãkez). 

Don’t you like peas? (i.e. Do you dislike peas?) 

• Yes.  (I dislike them) 

• No.  (I don’t dislike them) 

K yu nolãkez pisumi 

Ye.  (me nolãkez/ me oplãkez) 

No.  (Me nooplãkez oli) 

English language speakers are likely to be confused by logical answers to negative questions.  The best advice is 

not to use negative questions at all unless absolutely necessary. 
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16. Direct and Indirect Reported Speech 

16.1 Direct reported speech uses the same words that were actually said, included within speech marks - 

• He said ‘This is my car’. Il coz ‘Xe bez kãr meva’. 

• She asked ‘What is the time?’ El koz ‘K ef ur bez’. 

• I said ‘You can stay til Monday’. Me coz ‘Yu adlesteuz ute Deman’. 

• She asked ‘Do you love me’. El koz ‘K yu lovez me’. 

• She said ‘Can I come in?’ El coz ‘K me adleinguz’. 

 

16.2 Indirect reported speech: 

Since the speech took place in the past, then the past tense must be used both for the comment (He said that 

...) and for the words said (requiring the words to be modified to suit).  All comments (especially about 

possessives) must be from the point of view of the commentator, not the original speaker. 

• He said that, that was his car. Il coz ca, ce boz kãr ilva. 

• She asked what the time was. El koz ur. 

• I told him (that) he could stay til Monday. Me coz uil ca il adlesteuz ute Deman. 

• She asked if he loved her. El koz ca il lovoz el. 

• She asked if she could come in. El koz ca el adleingoz. 

Note that 'xa / ca' (that spoken of) should generally be used (where it is often omitted in English), since it now 

represents the ‘if’ in English. 

 

In English, reported speech often takes the form - 

• she said that .... il/el coz ca ... 

• he asked if .... il/el koz  

In this situation ‘asked if’ means ‘queried/questioned’, not ‘requested’, hence ‘koz’. 

• he asked for .... il/el ãkoz 

In this situation ‘asked for’ means ‘requested’, not ‘queried/questioned’, hence 

‘ãkoz’. 
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17. Relative clauses and relative pronouns 

17.1 Relative clauses and relative pronouns ‘xa’ & ‘ca’ 

A relative clause is part of a sentence that refers back to, defines or provides additional information about 

something mentioned earlier in the sentence (or sometimes a preceding sentence).  The relative clause is linked 

back to the preceding noun (ignoring any intervening adjectives) by a relative pronoun ‘xa’ or by ‘ca’ referring to the 

preceding clause/sentence (ignoring any intervening adjectives or adverbs). Think of ‘xa’ or ‘ca’ as ‘that’. 

1) The book that I bought. Buk xa me utridoz. 

2) The old book that I bought. Buk ajema xa me utridoz. 

3) The young man who I saw yesterday. Peil ajeta xa me soz ozde. 

4) The place where we will sleep. As xa mi slipuz. 

5) The year when he was born. Yir xa il adbøfoz. 

6) The exact reason why I don’t like it. Re zaka xa me nolãkez ol. 

7) He’s run off with his secretary, who is young. Il ogoz vek xibãrel ilva, xa bez ajeta. 

8) I told him, who had fallen, to be more careful. me coz u il, xa vøføloz, biz mu kefa. 

9) He showed me a photo, which amused me. Il dasoz fotod u me, xa mãsoz me. 

10) He’s run off with his secretary, which is a shame. Il ogoz vek xibãrel avil, ca bez gretexa. 

11) I told him that he could stay til Monday. me coz u il ca il adlesteuz ute Deman. 

12) He tore up my photo, which annoyed me. Il xatteroz fotod meva, ca angetoz me. 

13) He said that I could go. Il coz ca me adlegiz. 

14) I think that this team is bad. Me fez ca xe spøtag bez bada. 

Note the similarities between sentences 7 & 10, 8 & 11, and 9 & 12.  ‘xa / ca’ indicate whether the preceding noun 

or clause is referred to and both will replace that, who, where, when, which, why etc. 

17.2 Non-defining relative clauses – usually with ‘xa’. 

Non-defining clauses simply provide a little more information about the noun but are not grammatically essential to 

the sentence.  They follow the same format as defining clauses but between commas: 

• Tom, who is very tall, had to bend. Tom, xa bez em tula, neskøvoz. 

• The book, which was heavy, fell to the floor. Buk, xa boz witema, føloz u flør. 

17.3 Preffixes to ‘xa / ca’ e.g. ‘avxa’, ‘oxa’, ‘vekxa’, ‘abxa’ etc 

This can apply to possessive relative pronouns, such as ‘avxa / avca’ (whose) or any other appropriate word.  In 

English this will often take the form ‘to whom, from whom, with whom, from which’ etc. 

• The car for which we had paid. Kãr pøxa mi vøpamoz. 

• The woman whose bag was stolen. Peel avxa bag adstoloz. 

• The man, about whom I had heard, was waiting. Peil, abxa me ezhoz, watioz. 

• The book, with which he arrived, was the wrong one. Buk, vekxa il ebuoz, boz buk era. 

• I saw the house, from which he came. me soz hus, oxa il hegoz. 

 

17.4 Replacing a relative clause with an infinitive or participle 

This is the same format as with the relative pronoun and hence is simply an omission of ‘xa / ca’. 
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• The last man who leaves the ship. Peil xa sepgiz fefina xip. 

• The last man to leave the ship. Peil sepgiz fefina xip. 

Both forms are acceptable.  However, remember that avoidance of ambiguity is more important than compactness. 

17.5 Omission of relative pronouns 

Although this is done frequently in English, it is not recommended, since it brings two nouns together and may 

cause some confusion.  This is one of the aspects of Algilez that needs to be tested by users to see what works 

best: - 

• The book that I bought buk xa me utridoz 

• The book I bought Buk me utridoz 

• The man who I saw yesterday peil xa me soz ozde 

• The man I saw yesterday Peil me soz ozde 
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18. Greetings, Weather, Names & Titles etc 

18.1 Greetings and weather 

• Please.  Thanks.  Thank you. Ãk.  Tanki.  Me tankez yu. 

• Come here!  Please come here. Heguz.  Ãk heguz. 

• A greeting.  To greet. Greetings/hello. Grit.  Gritiz.  Griti. 

• Hello.  How are you? Griti.  K yu bez gudhefa. 

• Good morning,  Good evening. Gudmøn.  Gudiv. 

• Good day.  A good day. Gudde.  De guda. 

• Good bye.  Farewell. Gudsepa.  Gudgo. 

• I hope to see you again. Me hoprisez yu. 

• Happy New Year. Yir nua hapa. 

• Welcome, to be welcomed (by) Gudebuo, adgudebuiz 

• It is raining. (it = the weather) Wev rinez.  (Ol rinez). 

• It is going to snow. Ol snouz.  (wev snouz). 

• Will it rain tomorrow? K wev rinuz uzde. 

• It is not snowing, it is warm Wev nosnoez.  Ol bez hiteta. 

Note -The ‘it is’/’there was’ form is very common in English.  This form should only be used in Algilez where the ‘it’ 

is a genuine pronoun for a tangible subject such as the weather etc. and has been previously mentioned.  Better 

still, use ‘wev’ or whatever the appropriate noun is. 

18.2 Names and Titles 

It is likely that most national cultures will wish to continue using words for Mister/Mr (adult man), Missus/Mrs 

(adult/married woman), Miss (girl/young woman) and Master (boy/young man).  These exist in Algilez as ilpe, 

elpe, elet and ilet.  Note that these are just polite forms of address to older or younger people and do not imply 

that someone called ‘elpe’ or ‘elet’ is married or not.  The point at which someone ceases to be addressed as 

‘elet’ or ‘ilet’ and becomes ‘elpe’ or ‘ilpe’ instead, is entirely up to the speaker!   

Since Algilez does not have a national culture or history behind it, the format for names and titles should be 

whatever is normal in the country of use.  E.g. Some European and East Asian cultures are usually more formal 

than British and North American styles.  Master (for a boy/young man) is little used in English now but may be used 

by other cultures. 

Mister, Mr, Sir, gentlemen ilpe, ilpei  Good evening madam Gud iv Elpe 

Missus, Mrs, Madam, ladies elpe, elpei  Good afternoon gentlemen Gud ãvnun ilpei 

Master, young men ilet, ileti  Thank you, sir, Tanki Ilpe 

Miss, young ladies elet, eleti  Mrs Smith, Mr Jones Elpe Smiq, Ilpe Jownz. 

Good morning Miss Austen. Gud møn Elet 
Ostin. 

 surname, family name famnam 

Have you done your 

homework, Master Brown? 

K yu plitoz xostud 
yuva, ilet Braun 

 first name, given name, forename penam 
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19. Dates, Times, Ages, Weights and Measures 

19.1 Days and Weeks 

Weekdays are made from the root word 'de'.  The compound word formed becomes the weekday name. 

• day de • Monday Deman • week wik  

• today  ezde  • Tuesday Detus • this week ezwik  

• yesterday ozde  • Wednesday  Dewed • last week ozwik  

• previous day de oza • Thursday Dejev • previous week wik oza  

• tomorrow  uzde  • Friday Defre • next week uzwik  

• following day  de uza  • Saturday  Desøt • following week wik uza 
  

• Sunday Dedøm 
  

 

• I sleep at night. me slipiz niti. 

• I shall come on Monday. me heguz Deman. 

• I went on Monday though I usually go Tuesdays. me goz Deman kwa me giz umfea Detusi. 

• On Tuesday morning. Detusmøn / E Detusmøn / Møn Detusa / Detus møna 

• On Tuesday mornings Detusmøni / Møn Detusia / Detus mønia 

• yesterday evening, tomorrow morning oziv, uzmøn 

Note - Words such as ‘on’ or ‘at’ do not usually need to be used in Algilez.  If required just use ‘e’.  Remember 

also that although there are always alternatives for most phrases, the simplest form is always recommended 

(e.g. Detusmøn instead of E Detusmøn or Møn Detusa, although these others are also correct). 

19.2 Months 

Months are made from the root word 'mon' followed by the month number.  The compound word formed becomes 

the month name. 

• month mon • last month ozmon • next month uzmon 

• this month  ezmon • previous month mon oza • following month mon uza 

 

• January Monan • February Mondu • March Montri 

• April Monfør • May Monfav • June Monsis 

• July Monsev • August Monok • September Monnin 

• October Monax • November Monaxan • December Monaxdu 

  

• next March, last May Montri uza, Monfav oza 

• the following March Montri ãva 

• the previous May Monfav vøa 

19.3 Dates & Times 

Dates are given in descending order, starting with the year, month, day number, weekday name and time.  Year 

numbers are preceded by the word 'yir'.  Day number has ‘a’ suffix.  Times use the 24-hour clock, in the form - 

number of hours, 'ur' (o'clock) number of minutes (i.e. as in French). 
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• Monday, 9th June 1996, 9.15pm 

(e.g. 1996, June 9th, Monday 21hrs15). 

Yir kil, ninsen, ninax, sis, Monsis nina, 

Deman, duaxan ur axfav. 

• What time is it?  3.15pm. (15.15 hours) K ur (bez).  Axfav ur axfav. 

• When was it? K te ol boz. 

• In 1066. Yir kil, sisax, sis. 

The expressions ‘this Thursday’ ‘next Wednesday’ etc do not need to be translated, just give the day - 

• This Thursday, next Wednesday. Dejev, Dewed. 

• See you next Monday. Me suz yu Deman. 

• See you Friday week (Friday after next). Me suz yu Defre wikuza (Defre dua). 

19.4 Ages 

The words 'yir' (year), 'mon' (month) etc. can be used directly as verbs. 

• How old was he? K je il ajoz (yiroz). 

• My elder sister is twenty-five years 

old. 

Sibel ajmua avme yirez duax, fav. 

• The baby boy is seven months old. Babil monez sev. 

19.5 Quantities & Measures 

The word 'je' means 'quantity of' and can be used as a suffix for any word relating to weights, measures, 

containers (eg vessels, boxes etc) or items which are 'temporary containers' (eg mouths, hands, tables etc). 

• Two tons of coal. Du ton je kul. 

• A glass of water. Gles je wøt. 

• A bag of those apples. Bag je cei pomi. 

• Three of those books. Tri je cei buki. 

• A mouthful of cheese. Mof je cis. 

• An armful of books. Ãm je buki. 

19.6 Other quantities & measures, speeds etc 

Use 'ic' for per /an. 

• Twenty kilometres per/an hour. Duax kilmet ic uro. 

• Five Euros per kilogram. Fav Yuro ic kilgram. 

• One hundred dollars per seat. An sen dolãr ic sit. 

• It is 6 mm thick. Ol bez sis kilatmet fika. 

• The mountain is two thousand 

metres high. 

Montem bez du kil met heta. 

Montem hetez du kil met. 

19.7 Measurement (note that adjectives & adverbs will still require the ‘a’ ending) 

height, high, low het, hetem, hetet speed/velocity. fast, slow vel, velem, velet 

tallness, tall, short tul, tulem, tulet temperature, high, low tem, temem, temet 

width, wide, narrow wif, wifem, wifet viscosity (liquid), thick, thin visk, viskem, visket 

length, long, short len, lenem, lenet diameter, large, small dom, domem, domet 

thickness, thick, thin fik, fikem, fiket weight, heavy, light wit, witem, witet 
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20. Countries, Nationalities and Languages 

20.1 Countries 

Words for countries, people’s names, place names and currencies are always the native language names for those 

items, using phonetic Algilez spelling.  E.g. Moscow will be pronounced as it is in Russian - Moskva, Paris will be 

pronounced as in French - Pari and Rome will be as pronounced as in Italian - Rome. 

Sometimes it may be necessary to include the ‘normal’ spelling (as used by the person in their own language) as 

well as the Algilez phonetic spelling in whichever order is appropriate. E.g.: 

Alan Jaelz (Alan Giles) 

Grinpis (Greenpeace) 

Mancester (Manchester) 

This enables people to see the names as they would be spelt in the native languages as well as giving the 

pronunciation using the Algilez alphabet. 

20.2 Languages and people 

Languages have the suffix ‘po’ and people/nationalities the suffix ‘pe/il/el’. 

• England, English (language), Englishman England, Englandpo, Englandil 

• Germany, German (language), German (person) Doiclant, Doiclantpo, Doiclantpe (Doicpo, 
Doicpe) 

• Finland, Finnish, a Finnish table Suomi, Suomipo, tab Suomia 

• USA Yunaited Steits av Amerika 

• USA language, American (person), American book Englandpo, Amerikape, buk Amerikana 

• London, Londoner, London cat London, Londonpe, filis Londona 

• Paris, Parisian woman, Paris park, French bread Pari, Paripeel, pãk Paria, bred Froŋsa 

It is not a problem to condense some of these forms if there is no ambiguity and there are similarities to the forms 

used in native languages e.g. Doiclantpo (Doicpo), Doiclantpe (Doicpe). 

20.3 Nationalities 

Some country names end in ‘a’.  This may make the addition of the adjectival suffix ‘a’ rather awkward to 

pronounce, in which case ‘na’ can be used instead.  Although exceptions to the grammatical rules are generally 

discouraged, in this case the same (or very similar) form is often used by those nationalities anyway. 

• America, American book Amerika, buk Amerikana 

• Italy, Italian wine Italia, vin Italiana 

• Spain, Spanish horse Espanya, ekwis Espanyana 
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21. Other Grammatical Forms 

21.1 Object Predicate 

• He called his first son Peter (to be Peter). Il namoz cuil ana avsu, (biz) Piter. 

• We judged the King guilty (to be guilty). Mi jejoz gila Rulil (mi jejgiloz Rulil). 

Not ‘Mi jejoz Rulil gila’ which would mean - We judged the guilty King 

• I heard the bird singing. Me hoz soniza avis. 

• I heard the singing bird. Me hoz avis soniza. 

Other 

• I can go anytime, anywhere. Me ibgiz ente, enas. 

• The centre of the town. Vil mida.  Midvil. 

• A sum (quantity) of ten pounds. Je ax paund. 

• The creator of Algilez. Kratpe ab Algilez. 

• The problem of disarmament. Prob unwepiza. 

• To suffer from a fever. Sufiz fiv. 

 

21.2 Gerund (noun based on a verb) 

In English the gerund has the same form is the present participle -running, speaking, working etc.  In Algilez, where 

required the 'ad' prefix can be used if the action was passive or done by other people or things.  The tense affix can 

be added wherever appropriate.  The infinitive and gerund may be interchangeable in some cases and can be 

either the subject or object of a verb and treated as a noun. 

In some cases, there may be some ambiguity in English when the gerund is used, as to whether the activity or 

doing the activity is being referred to.  In Algilez the root word can be used for the activity and the infinitive form for 

doing the activity e.g. - 

• Dancing amused him. Dansiz mãsoz il. 

• To dance amused him. Dansiz mãsoz il. 

• Dance amused him. Dans mãsoz il. 

• He was amused by dancing. Il admãsoz dansiz. 

• He liked to dance (to do the activity). Il lãkoz dansiz.  Il lãkdansoz. 

• He liked dancing (to do the activity). Il lãkoz dansiz.  Il lãkdansoz. 

• He liked dance (maybe only watching). Il lãkoz dans. 

• Her interest was painting. Tres avel (elva) boz pãtiz. 

• Her interest was being painted. Tres avel (elva) boz adpãtiz. 

• Her interest was paint (liquid). Tres avel (elva) boz pãt. 

• Her interest was paintings. Tres avel (elva) boz pãtodi. 
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22. Alternative Word Orders 

Just about any combination of word orders is grammatically possible in Algilez.  Here are 18 variations of the same 

sentence.  Examples, 22.1 and 22.7 are the preferred alternatives.  The others examples are grammatically 

correct but should only be used in exceptional cases, e.g. for ‘poetic’ reasons or for particular emphasis.  As 

always, just because something can be said this way, doesn’t mean it should be said this way unless there is a 

very good reason.  Using a word order that fits in with the speakers first language might be easier for the speaker, 

but it may well cause the listener or reader to take more time to process it, because it is unfamiliar. 

 

Theoretically, there would also be a set of 6 sentences with the verbs ‘gevuz/adgevuz’ at the beginning.  However, 

that is not an Algilez grammatical option unless the sentence was a command/order. 

Note also that due to the slightly different grammar, the Algilez names for parts of speech (e.g. subject, direct 

object etc.) are not the same as in English. 

 

Key to the examples below 

Tøpwod = Subject - the person or thing that the sentence is about (who may or may not have done the action) 

Adefwod = the person or thing that is did the action of the verb (it may be a noun phrase with adjectives etc). 

Dowod = the verb. 

Udefwod = the person or thing that the verb acted on (it may be a noun phrase containing adjectives etc). 

Vøwod = a preposition giving further information about how, where or when the action was done. 

Ãvefwod = the preposition object (noun or noun phrase). 

Note also that the passive form of the verb ‘gevoz’, which is ‘adgevoz’, is translated into English as ‘was given’ or 

‘was given by’.  Beware that it is the ‘by’ part which is provided by ‘ad’.  The affix ‘ad’ should not be thought of as 

‘reversing’ the verb and turning ‘giving’ into ‘receiving’ for example. 

22.1 

Two old men gave one big fish to three black cats 
 

Du peil ajema gevoz an fex ema u tri filis blaka 
 

Tøpwod + Adefwod Dowod Udefwod Vøwod Ãvefwod 
 

This is the normal, preferred word order. 

22.2 

Two old men gave to three black cats, one big fish 
 

du peil ajema gevoz u tri filis blaka, an fex ema 
 

Tøpwod + Adefwod Dowod Vøwod Ãvefwod Udefwod 
 

Note the comma after blaka.  This serves as a grammatical ‘break’ in the sentence. 

Note that this form is nearest to the very common English Language form of ‘Mary gave John a book’ etc.  The 

main difference being that Algilez requires ‘to John’ and not just ‘John’, in order to show that ‘John’ was the indirect 

object (and the receiver of the book) and not the Direct Object (the thing given) i.e. the book. 

22.3 

From (by) two old men one big fish was given to three black cats 

Ad du peil ajema, an fex ema adgevoz u tri filis blaka 
Ad Tøpwod + Adefwod Udefwod Dowod Vøwod Ãvefwod 
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Note the comma after ajema.  'adgevoz' shows that the fish was given and the 'u' preposition shows that it was 

given to C and not given by C. 

22.4 

From (by) two old men, one big fish to three black cats gave 

Ad du peil ajema, an fex ema u tri filis blaka gevoz 
Ad Tøpwod + Adefwod Udefwod Vøwod Ãvefwod Dowod 

Note the comma after ajema.  The 'u' preposition shows that it was given to three black cats and not given by 

them.  Here ‘gevoz’ is used and not ‘adgevoz’ since C was not the thing given.  This form is not intuitive for 

English language speakers. 

22.5 

Two old men to three black cats gave one big fish 
 

du peil ajema u tri filis blaka gevoz an fex ema 
 

Tøpwod + Adefwod Vøwod Ãvefwod Dowod Udefwod 
 

22.6 

From (by) two old men to three black cats, one big fish was given 

Ad du peil ajema u tri filis blaka, an fex ema adgevoz 
Ad Tøpwod + Adefwod Vøwod Ãvefwod Udefwod Dowod 

22.7 

one big fish was given by two old men 
 

to three black cats 

an fex ema adgevoz du peil ajema 
 

u tri filis blaka 
Udefwod Dowod Adefwod 

 
Vøwod Ãvefwod 

This is the other ‘normal’ form.  Here the Direct Object and Subject have been interchanged.  The verb ‘gevoz’ has 

the prefix ‘ad’. 

22.8 

one big fish was given to three black cats by two old men 

an fex ema adgevoz u tri filis blaka ad du peil ajema 
Tøpwod +Udefwod Dowod Vøwod Ãvefwod ad Adefwod 

The 'ad' affix shows that the fish was given and the 'u' preposition shows that it was given to the cats and not given 

by them.  Since the people doing the action (two old men) do not immediately follow the verb, ‘ad’ is also required 

as a preposition. 

22.9 

one big fish by/from two old men gave to three black cats 

an fex ema ad du peil ajema gevoz u tri filis blaka 
Tøpwod +Udefwod ad Adefwod Dowod Vøwod Ãvefwod 

22.10 

one big fish by/from two old men to three black cats gave 

an fex ema ad du peil ajema u tri filis blaka gevoz 

Tøpwod +Udefwod ad Adefwod Vøwod Ãvefwod Dowod 

22.11 

one big fish to three black cats from/by two old men gave 

an fex ema u tri filis blaka ad du peil ajema gevoz 
Tøpwod +Udefwod Vøwod Ãvefwod ad Adefwod Dowod 

'gevoz' shows that the fish was given by the two old men (and not to the two old men). 
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22.12 

one big fish to three black cats was given by 
 

two old men 

an fex ema u tri filis blaka adgevoz 
 

du peil ajema 
Tøpwod +Udefwod Vøwod Ãvefwod Dowod 

 
Adefwod 

Since ‘du peil ajema’ immediately follows ‘adgevoz’, another preposition ‘ad’ is not required. 

22.13 

to three black cats, by two old men, one big fish was given 

u tri filis blaka, ad du peil ajema, an fex ema adgevoz 

Vøwod Tøpwod + Ãvefwod ad Adefwod Udefwod Dowod 

Here ‘adgevoz’ is used to show that the fish was given. 

 

22.14 

to three black cats, two old men gave one big fish 
 

u tri filis blaka, du peil ajema gevoz an fex ema 
 

Vøwod Tøpwod + Ãvefwod Adefwod Dowod Udefwod 
 

22.15 

to three black cats, one big fish was given by 
 

two old men 

u tri filis blaka, an fex ema adgevoz 
 

du peil ajema 
Vøwod Tøpwod + Ãvefwod Udefwod Dowod 

 
Adefwod 

22.16 

to three black cats, one big fish by two old men gave 

u tri filis blaka, an fex ema ad du peil ajema gevoz 

Vøwod Tøpwod + Ãvefwod Udefwod ad Adefwod Dowod 

This is an unusual example of a transitive verb not being followed by an object (which has already come earlier in 

the sentence).  Again, not an intuitive word order for English language speakers. 

22.17 

to three black cats was given by 
 

two old men one big fish 

u tri filis blaka adgevoz 
 

du peil ajema, an fex ema 

Vøwod Tøpwod + Ãvefwod Dowod 
 

Adefwod Udefwod 

22.18 

to three black cats, was given one big fish by two old men 

u tri filis blaka, gevoz an fex ema ad du peil ajema 
Vøwod Tøpwod + Ãvefwod Dowod Udefwod ad Adefwod 

‘adgevoz’ is not used since the thing given (an fex ema) follows the verb.  The ‘ad’ (by) is required before ‘two old 

men’ since the people doing the action (two old men) does not precede the verb.  This is possibly the least clear of 

the alternatives! 

However, a shortened form of this word order is very common in English e.g. ‘Mary was given a book’.  In Algilez 

this is ‘u Merri gevoz buk’, not ‘Merri adgevoz buk’ which means ‘Mary was given by a book’! 

 

Summary 

In a conventional Algilez sentence 

• The Tøpwod (topic word) is normally the first noun of the sentence.  Algilez 

does not use the English expression ‘Subject’. 
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• The Adefwod (active noun) does the action described by the verb. (In 

English usually called ‘the Subject’). 

• The Udefwod (passive noun) receives the action done by the verb. (In 

English ‘the Direct Object’) 

• Any other nouns will follow a preposition Vøwod.  These following nouns are 

called Ãvefwod.  (In English ‘the Preposition Object or Noun’). 

• The Tøpwod might therefore be an Adefwod, Udefwod or a Ãvefwod. 

 

And if this all sounds far too complicated, don't worry – just put 'o/u' (from/to etc) and 'ad' (by) in the 

places where it looks right and everything will make sense. 

Better still, only use examples 21.1 & 21.7 and avoid the other word order styles completely unless you 

really need to! 

 

22.1 Yet more alternatives 

There are other ways of using the language.  For example, in Korean and similar languages there are other 

conventions which can also be achieved in Algilez: 

English Korean translation Algilez - conventional Algilez - alternative 

There are a lot of flowers here. Here flowers many-be. He bez om fluri. He fluri ombez. 

This rose is beautiful. This rose beautiful-be. Xe roso bez bela. Xe roso belbez. 

Don’t you find Korean pottery 

beautiful? 

Korean pottery be-

beautiful? 

K yu fez bela kleod 
Hanguka. 
(K kleod Hanguka bez 
bela) 

K kleod Hanguka 
belbez. 

In practice, the Algilez conventional format is already very compact and the saving in using alternative forms is 

minimal. 

 

22.2 Topicalisation 

This relates to a form which is frequently used in some languages (e.g. Chinese, Malay/Indonesian), where the 

topic of the sentence is mentioned first, followed by a comment about it.  This form is also used in English, although 

not so frequently.  E.g. 

Topicalised Normal 

a)  That boy.  He’ll never succeed. 

Ce juil, il søkuz zatea. 

That boy will never succeed. 

Ce juil søkuz zatea. 

b)  French, I can speak very well. 

Froŋspe, me ibpiz em guda. 

I can speak French very well. 

Me ibpiz em guda Froŋspo. 
(Froŋspo adibpiz me em guda) 

c)  My homework, I have to do first. 

Xostud meva, me dutdiz ana. 

I have to do my homework first. 

Me dutdiz ana xostud meva. 
(xostud meva addutdiz ana me). 

As can be seen from the above examples, The Algilez topicalised form is very similar to the English form, with the 

normal Algilez word order.  So long as there is a comma (or a pause in speaking) to indicate that a ‘topic’ is being 

mentioned, this should not present any ambiguity in meaning and hence is perfectly acceptable in Algilez. 
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The conventional Algilez passive form of the sentence in b) & c) allows the topic to be placed first anyway, although 

the compound verbs sound rather awkward in these examples, compared to the topicalised version! 

As always, the normal Algilez word order is just as compact and gets to the point very quickly anyway! 

 

22.3 Sentence (preposition) Adverbs 

This relates to moving an adverb to the beginning of a sentence (for literary/poetic reasons or for emphasis etc).  

See Section 8 for more details.  The adverb will apply to the next verb which appears in the sentence. 

• He luckily found his keys. Il fãnoz gudcãna lokøri ilva. 

• *Luckily, he found his keys. Gudcãna, il fãnoz lokøri ilva. 

• The old woman quickly gave a big fish to her cat. Peel ajema gevoz velema fex ema u filis avel. 

• *Quickly, the old woman gave a big fish to her cat. Velema, peel ajema gevoz fex ema u filis avel. 

This form is probably only intuitive for English language speakers, where this word order is common, hence it is not 

recommended. 

 

22.4 Some other grammatical terms 

Here are some other grammatical terms and their English equivalents: - 

Phrase – some words without a subject or verb fraset 

Clause - some words with a subject or verb fras 

Sentence – a meaningful, punctuated clause frasem 

Paragraph frasemag 

active noun (grammatical) adefwod 

adjective efdeswod 

adjective, adverb suffix a 

adverb dodeswod 

affix wuat 

grammar wodløret 

noun efwod 

participle doefwod 

passive noun (grammatical) udefwod 

possessive (grammatical) avwod 

prefix vøat 

preposition (word) vøwod 

preposition object noun (grammatical) ãvefwod 

pronoun søbefwod 

suffix ãvat 

tense tewod 

topic word subject, (grammatical) tøpwod 

verb dowod 

 

Top 
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23. Example Texts 

23.1 Babel Text - from Genesis 11, 1-9 

1. And all the earth had one language. We al ãf voz an po. 

2. And it happened at the time they journeyed to the 

east, they found a plain in the land of Shinar and 

dwelt there 

We cete uli goz u ist, uli fãnoz plin e nax Xinar 

we xoz la. 

3. And one said to another, "Come, we will make 

bricks and bake them". And they had bricks as 

stone and clay for mortar. 

We pe poz u pe, "Heguz, wi oduz briki we bãkuz 

li".  We uli yoz briki søb ston we kle søb mut. 

4. And they said "Come, we will build a city and a 

tower whose top will reach to heaven in order to 

give ourselves a name in case we become scattered 

abroad over the face of the earth". 

We uli poz, "Heguz, wi buduz vilem we tãv.  Top 

avol hetuz u hev, pø namiz suwi, if hãp wi 

buxatuz osnaxa ros sur ãfa". 

5. But God descended to see the city and the tower 

that people had built 

Kwa God dungoz siz vilem we tãv xa pe vøbudoz. 

6. God said "If as one people, speaking the same 

language, they have begun to do this, then nothing 

that they wish will be impossible for them 

God poz "If, biz pei aga, piz po ama, uli 

ezgãdioz ce, ãv zaef xa uli wixiz buz zapøsa ab 

uli." 

7. Let us go down and confuse their language so that 

they will not understand each other 

Dunguz wi we fuxuz po av uli pø uli nostenuz 

icdifpe. 

8. So, God scattered them from there over the face of 

the Earth and they stopped building the city 

Xere God xatoz uli o la, ros sur ãfa we uli 

sesbudoz vilem. 

9. That is why it was named Babel, because there God 

confused the language of all Earth.  From there God 

scattered them over the face of the whole Earth 

Ca bez re ol adnamoz Babel, re la God fuxoz 

poi av al ãf. O la God xatoz uli ros sur al ãfa. 

23.2 The Lords Prayer 

Our Father in Heaven, Paril avmi in hev, 

Hallowed be Your name, nam avyu adlijhonez, 

Your kingdom come, rulãrnax avyu heguz, 

Your will be done, on earth as it is in heaven. wol yuva adduz e ãf am kom in hev. 

Give us this day our daily bread, Ãk, ezde gevuz bred dea u mi, 

And forgive us our trespasses we fovez krãm miva, 

As we forgive those who trespass against us. am mi fovuz pei xa krãmiz u mi. 

lead us not into temptation, Noliduz mi u tivoc, 

But deliver us from evil. kwa safez mi o vøl. 

For yours is the Kingdom, the Power, and the 

Glory, forever.  Amen 

Re rulãrnax, prã we honøk bez alte 
avyu.  Ca buuz 

Top  
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24. Correlatives 

 

This/That xe/ce Some sã No/None za 

That person ce pe someone sãpe  no-one zape 

That one's av cepe someone's avsãpe no-ones av zape 

That thing ce ef something sãef nothing za ef 

That sort/kind ce se some sort/kind sãse no sort/kind za se 

That place ce as somewhere sãas nowhere za as 

That way ce hu someway sãhu no way za hu 

That reason ce re some reason sãre no reason za re 

That time ce te sometime sãte never za te 

That much ce je some sãje none za je 

  

All/every al Each ic Any en 

everyone al pe each one ic pe anyone en pe 

everyone's av alpe each one's av icpe anyone's av enpe 

everything al ef each thing's ic ef anything en ef 

every sort/kind al se each sort/kind's ic se any sort/kind en se 

everywhere al as each place ic as anywhere en as 

every way al hu each way ic hu anyway en hu 

every reason al re each reason ic re any reason en re 

all time al te each time ic te any time en te 

all of it al je each ic je any en je 

 

Top 


